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PRErAR
Wheat sowing time will soon
be here. he best fallowing plows are
0 OLIVER MILL AM MAN.
Both give entire satisfaction and
are Guarauteed to be the best plows made.
In Drills we carry
•
:11PERIUR AND
Both with or without fertilizer at-
tachment. Disc or hoe. Both Guaranteed.
In Fertilizers we carry
Horseshoe, Homestead,
Ammer Bone Meal & National
the formula of these goods are of the highest. We
have sold them 7 years and eau find none better,
3ill_LililutfiriDilflSowN1i1mtw1T11mIlini
Increase the yield twenty pei cent.
Mogul Wagons,
Majestic Ranges, Delker Woodhull, Troy and other makes of
33-LTO-C+TMS,
Rubber ties if you want the.
We Solicit Your Trade.
FORBES t3e BRO.,
10th and Main streets.
••••
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PUBLIC APPRECIATIONi--
--iNERVES OUR EFFORTS
And we are showing our apOreciation bythe prices we are making.
If It Is High=ClAss Goods
You are thinking of, link us with your thoughts and we will convinceyou that the best is not too good, if prices are right. [Remember that
we can show you anything you need in
HARNESS, SADDL LS,BLANKETS
COOK AND BREATHITT.
Eleven Joint Appointments
In Christian County.
SPEAK HERE SEPT. 27.
Excellent Selection For Stnator-•.Tele.
phoee" on Condidate For Judge.
PUNGENT POLITICAL PARAGRAPHS.
Judge Cook and Judge Breathitt have
agreed upon the following appointments
for joint debates:
Hopkinsville, Monday, Sept. 27.
Gracey, Wednesday, Sept. 29.
Allsaa Store, Thursday, Sept 30.
Lantripe, Friday, Oct. 1.
Crofton, Saturday, Oct. 2.
Bluff Springs, Monday, Oct. 4.
SmithaaStore, Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Pembroke, Wednesday, Oct. 6.
Kennedy, Thursday, Oct. 7.
Howell, Friday, Out. 8.
Lafayette, Saturday, Oct. 9.
Excellent Selection.
The Democrats of Hopkins county
have endorsed R. C. Crenshaw, of
Christian, for joint Senator from the
two counties. The selection is a most.
excellent one, and will meet with the
approval of the Democracy of both
counties. Mr. Crenshaw is a staunch
eilverite, a farmer, and will comeuearer
carrying that Republican Senatorial
district than any man in it.-Green-
elite Banner.
A Great Contest.
The Cadiz Telephone says: "Judge
Cook employs ridicule to a fine advan-
tage, and his powers of analysis are
acute. He is eloquent and alert and
quick to see the guise which a wily op-
ponent throws around his sarnments,
and is fearless in attack. He is a cham-
piou we can well rally about. His na-
tive county of Calloway will give him
almost an unanimous vote. Trigg will
take up the work, and gallant little
Lyon will follow, while true, loyal Dem-
°crate in Christian will mash to the fore-
front and make a last ditch fight. The
people are aroused to a point that pres-
ages the success of Judge Ceok. He is
the peer of any man in the district, and
represents the views of the great males
of voters.
"This will be the greatest contest in
the State, and every man who believes
in old time principles, and is opposed to
tke new-fangled idea of Christian COUD•
ty Republicanism, should be promply in
line and assume his share of the respon-
sibility, and he can the more rejoice and
glorify when the day of redemption
comes. Do this, and honor youtself,
your minty, your family, and posterity
to come."
Registration.
On the first Tuesday in October from
six o'clock in the morning to nine
o'clock in the evening registration
books will be opened. Every Democrat
should be sure to register.
Paid For Pensions.
The anunal report of the Auditor of
the Interior Departznent shows that the
amount paid for pensions during the last
year was $140,477,637. The payment.
on pension account for the fiscal year
1896 were $138,922,127; for the fiscal
year 1895, '140,558 641; 1.'ee3, $139,119.-
551, and for 1893, $140,55e,213 The
cost of the service last year was te 99
per $1,000; for 1896, $4.07; for le95, $4;
for 1694, $3.77, and for 1893, ti 3.5.
Tho Amendment.
A proposed amendment to the Con
stittaion of Kentucky. which enables
municipalities to provide for taxetion of
property other than real estate and im-
provements thereon, based on income,
licenses or franchises, will be submitted
to a vote of the people at the next No-
vember election. The object of the
amendment, briefly stated, is to vest in
the Legielature authority to grant to the
municipal authorities in all towns and
cities in the State the right, in their
local clam ters, to adopt such systems of
taxation for their own loeal purposes
only, as seem best for the interests cf
their own community.
_ __se s e.
FOR RENT. -Store-house and dwellirg
with kitchen and cabin. Apply to C.
D. Bell, Bell, Ky., dltevtf
-
Commissioner's Sale.
Muter Commissioner Fowler made
the following sales last week:
P. A. Watkins farm, l$2.,: acres near
Beverly, to Richard Leavell for $40.75p
J. D. Peden farm, 1541 4 acres near
Fairview, to Mn. N. H. Peden at tes-
o01. In the same case 40 acres to J. E.
Moseley $606.
Jim. A. Lewis farm, 265 acres near
Crofton, to (adon Nelson for $1,750.
In seine case tWO lots in Crofton to 0.
A. West at $110
Oue-third interest in lot at Pee Dee to
J. C. Marquette for $50.
C. P. Nolen residence on Jesup ave-
nue to J, E. Cliborue for $1,260.
McClanahan farm, 25e acres in South
Christian, bought in by heirs at $15 per
acre.
J. A. B. Reese farm, 154e, acres, near
Lafayette, sold to J. II. Reese for $7 per
acre. Sale declared off.
The Ford house and lot on Levier
street, sold to M. E. Boales at $235.
•
School Fund.
--
Superintendeut of Public Instruction
Davidson and Treasurer long had Rev-
oral conferences last week relative to the
school fund installment of t
which falls due October I. Treasurer
Long, after a careful estimate, said it
would be impossible to pay inure than
$360,000 at that date.
-44•411114-
The Grandest Remedy,
Mr. R. B. (;ree've', meicaant, of Chia
howie, Vs., certifies that he had con-
sumption, was given up to die, songht
see% all medical treatment that money could
procure, tried all cough remedies he
1311 -AI could hear of, but not. no relief: spent
e 1101.- many nights sitting up in a '-hair: was
11 induced to try Dr. King's New 
I 
Discov-
ery, and was cured by use of two hot-
-
Collars, Back-bands, t ames, Chaines, Etc., and an elegant line of LAP tles. For past three years he has been
DUSTERS. We carry the LARGEST STOCK and give the LOWEST
PRICES.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
207 54. rlain St., -
JRNIMPAWAPM
„troorierrFA77.1...,,Cf•Plw,
Hopkinsville, Ky
AN. EXCITING FIGHT.
Officers and Desperado Ex-
chinge Fourteen Shots.
SHACKLES ARE HEAVY. WATER NOW A LUXURY A SUIT FOR SLANDER. FROM 1.01113 OF A TREE.
Wife Would Cast Off Mat- Cisterns, Springs and Wells
rimonial Bonds. Dry Up.
PACE IS A BAD FELLOW. HUSBAND LEAVES HER.
His Unprovoked Assault On a Young Farmer
Last Thurs lay.
RESISTED ARREST AND MADE HIS ESCPE
Near Elmo, in South Christian, last
'Thursday afternoon, there was an ex-
citing tight between a desperado and
officers Fourteen shots were exchanged.
Last spring a big, strapping fellow,
who g rye his name as Nee, appeared
one nierning in the Elmo neighborhood.
Ile was looking for work. He was not
communicative and nobody found out
where he was from or anything about
his past life. He secured employmeet
with the Morrison boys. For a number
of months there have been many tales
told in that part of the county that did
not reflect credit on Pace. He gained
the reputation of a desperado, and many
eat; of vandalism anu meanness were
traced to him. He owned pistols galore.
He wr uld go to any colored man and
ask to see his pistol. When the weapon
was displayed, Pace would take it, point
it at thai negro and threaten to kill him
unless he "cleared out" immediately.
The ni groes were afraid not to show
their pistols to Pace, and when they did
show them be invariably appropriated
them.
Thursday morning, Pace went to a
tobacco field where Albert Smith, Law-
rence O'Neal and Allen Walters were at
work. He asked Smith to explain the
operation of a tobacco sprayer. ' Wait
a few minutes until I Heath what I am
doing, and I'll show you," said Smith.
For same reason, this reply appeared to
auger Pace. He picked up a wagon
standard and struck Smith on the head.
The young farmer fell to the ground in
an imensible condition.
Pace seemed to gloat over his deed.
"Well, I've fixed you for good, I
reckon," he said, looking at the uncon-
scious body. Then he pulled a pair of
pistols and pointed them at O'Neal and
Waltets, and forced them to leave the
thelitad. When Pace left they returned
and cerried Smith to the house where
his wounds were attended to by a sur-
geon. He was seriously injured.
Aw errata of arrest was sworn out for
Pace and placed in the hands of Deputy
Sherar Wilkins of this city, and Con-
stable Myers Boone. They went to the
Morrison farm and found Pace working
on the tobacco grounds.
"Consider yourself under arrest,' said
Officer Wilkens. Pace sprang behind
one of the Moirison boys who was
staneiag neer him, and, jerking out a
pistol, fired point-bhuik at Mr. Wilkins
and ran. Fortunately, the popular
Deputy Sheriff was not hurt. Ho and
Boone gave chase. Wilkins fired five
times and Boone four times at Pace,
who shot five times at his pursuers.
Pace finally succeeded in in outrunning
the officers and successfully made his
escare. lie was wounded, it Ls thought,
by Deputy Wilkins.
HOC TIMES IN HOWELL.
Tobacco Burning Up, Pastures Dried,
and Stork Water Scarce.
W. E. Embry writes from Howell,
South Christian, as follows :
"Very dry and corn is being cut to
prevent its being literally burned up
and the blades blowing. Stock water
in meny localities is scarce and many
cisterns eiry. Tobaceo is literally burn.
tug up and many are cutting it, so it
will, as a rule, be of little substance and
dust- severed, while the best end of late-
planted is cabbaged up and looks as if
it wanted so much to be rid of its weary
existence without water. Pastures dried
up, and some choice tobacco fields that
promised a yield of 900 lbs , per acre
will not make 600 lbe., and thousands of
acres will not make 300 lbs., per acre of
trashy grades."
TEM DROUTH DOES DAMAGE.
It is Causing Farmers Almost Every-
where Great Inconvenience.
The drouth is causing farmers great
inconvenience in many counties in the
State. The wells, springs and streams
are drying npand the water for stock is
hauled in some instances for ten miles
Corn and tobacco are both feeling the
continued heat and the ground is liter-
ally baked iu some places. In one or
two localities no rain has fallen for four
months. In one strip of country ID
Hancock, Ohio and Daviees counties the
crops are ruined, and ever so much rain
cauld not save them.
w!. Coulter Dead.
Friends of the family in this city
last week received the news that Ben-
jamin Coulter, Los Angles, Cal , had
died on the 8th inst. He was the only
son (dB. F. Coulter and was 32 years
of ago.
_
Will Go to Paducah.
Ex- Congressman John K. Hendrick,
of Swithlaud, Lae definitely decided not
to move to Hopkinsville 611 has been an-
nounced. He was in Paelu:itli 1:tst Fri-
day making preparations to move there.
lie and Judge W. S. Bishop will form a
law partnership.
Notice to Creditors.
All parties holding claims against
ettendieg to busimea and save Dr 
King's New Discovery is the grandest '
Coe & Boulwere are hereby notified to
remedy ever made, ate it has done Ko ', tile their claims, properly certified, with
much for him and also for others in his I me on or before October 9th le97.
community. lir. King's New Dietary- 'Also persons indebted to said firm offry is gmeranteed for coughs,
oonsumption. It don't fail. Trial bet- I
colds and (lox & Boulware will please pay same
ties free at R. U. Hardwick's drug ' to me at once and Rave cost. In order
0 ATO that I may wind up the affairs of Cox
• 
. HUCTIIES' "OLD RELIABLE 
 & Boulware as quietly as possible, it is
i
' requested that claims be filed without
I —
'
_ I
SURE. 
Id I
----i boo & $1 
TONIC. 
.00 bottom. Druggists Have It. 1 
14. 9th 18;1,7
ec Ni ouarez, &APIeBotata e.la:,ar
....,
S. 1 Reese Was Cruel to His Helpmeet and
Baby.
HE SKIPS OUT TO PARTS UNKNOWN.
Mrs. Nellie W. Reese has found mar-
riage to be a failure, and she desires to
cast aside the matrimonial shackles,
which, while binding her legally to
Stonewall Jackson Reese, are not suffi-
ciently strong to keep him at hoine and
to make him provide for his family.
Young Reese is a "black sheep." He
is a member of a highly esteemed fami-
ly of this city, but, despite the advant-
age of a good home training, he "just
can't forsake his rough and rowdy
ways." He married u popular young
South Christian county girl, who had
attended school in Hopkinsville and had
visited the girls in the Reese family.
That was about four years ago. Young
Mrs. Reese's married life has not been
an enviable one, according to her own
story. Reese did not display much af-
fection for her, and even after the birth
of a little girl he showed uo fondness,
so Mrs. Reese says, for either herself or
the baby.
Up to a few months ago, Stonewall
and his family lived on a farm in the
Bell Chapel neighborhood. One day he
left home and since then Mrs. Reese
and the child have heard nothing from
him. He has failed to provide for them
and, had it not been for Mrs. Reese's
father, she would have been in danger
of starvation. la her petition for di-
vorce, she says that when he did live
with her, he was (newt towards her, and
she was in constant dread of either her-
self or the baby receiving bodily injury
as a result of his brutality..
She prays for a legal separation, a res
toration to all the rights of a single wo-
man, and the custody of a child.
The petition states that Reese is a fu-
gitive from justice, being under indict-
ment in Todd county for forgery, there-
by heaping public disgrace as well as
private mean treatment upon his wife
and daughter.
Had a Severe Atta.cx.
"Having a severe attack of rheuma-
tism and malaria fever and not receiv-
ing. ben( fit from medicine prescribed, I
began_ taking Hood's Sarsaparilla. I was
very week at that time. After taking
three butt lee I was relieved and at the
end of tine e mouths I was cured."-
James F. Miller, Grundy, Ky.
Hood's Prla act easily and promptly
on the liver and bowies. Cure sick head-
ache.
NATIVE OF HOPHINSVILLE.
Col. G. H. Slaughter Died Suddenly
Last Friday at Nashville.
'Col. G. U. Slaughter, of St. Bf tlebem,
formerly of this cite, died suddenly
last Friday while sitting ill a chair in
Haggai' & Co.'s office on Union street,
Nashville. Col. Slaughter was seventy-
three years old, and lived in Nashville
for many years. He had served one
term in the State Senate. The Clarks-
ville Chronicle says of him:
"G. H. Slaughter was born in Hop-
kinsville, Ky , Aug. 29, Isee. He had
been a resident of this connty,efY and on
for over a half a century, and had re-
sided at St. Bethlehem for over thirty
years. In early life he connected him-
self with the Baptist church, and had
been a member of the denomination
forty-four years, dying in the full faith
of that belief. In point of servile he
was one of the oldest magistrates in this
c eauty, having been a member of the
C iauty ecurt for tweuty-nine years."
44••••••
Notice!
All persons holding bonds and claims
against the Hopkiesville Hotel Com-
pany are hereby notified to file same
with me at my office in Hopkinsviile,
Ky., properly verified on or before the
27th day of September, 1e97. This the
18th day of Angust, 1897.
WILLIAM T. Foweea,
Master Commissioner Christian Circuit
Com a d&w
No Cure-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
uine in a tasteless form. Children love.
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 50c. t&s el&w Gino
GETTING READY
i,very expectant mother hail
a trying ordeal to face. If she does not
get ready for it,
there is no telling
what may happen.
Child-birth is full
of uncertainties if
Nature is not given proper assistance.
Mother's Friend
is the best help you can use at this time.
It is a liniment, and when regularly ap-
plied several months before baby comes,
it makes the advent easy and nearly pain-
tem. It relieves and prevents ' morning
sickness," relaxes the overstrained mus-
cles, relieves the distended feeling, short-
ens labor, makes recovery rapid and cer-
tain without any dangerous after-effects.
Mother's Friend is good for only one
purpose. viz.: to relieve motherhood of
danger and pain.
ei dotter per bottle at all drug stores, or sent
by mall on receipt of price.
rose Boos!, containing valuable informs
thin for women, will be sent to any address
Upon application to
17113 BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO..
Attest*. tie.
DROUTH IS SERIOUS.
The Face of the Earth Blistered by the Sun s
Fierce Rays.
NO SIGNS OF RELIEF ARE LOOMING UP.
0, for a rain !
Hopkinsville and Christian county
are actually suffering for water.
The drouth prevailing is the worst
that the people have hnd to contend
with in many years. In this city scores
of cisterns have gone dry. In someparts
of the county there has not been even a
sparkle in over three mouths, and the
farmers will not be able to work their
land until 11 regular gully washing and
root soaking rains conies.
It seems that Hicks, the noted
weather forecaster, has fallen down in
his predictions for this month. Here's
what he says: -From about 10th to
18th expect very heavy storms. Note
the barometer warnings and heed all
storm approaches ;lookfor very cool wave
and frost with the high barometer fol-
lowing the storm era. From the 15th
to 17th is another period of equinoctial
disturbance, calling for vigilance on the
part of those whose interests are ob-
noxious to storms on laud of sea; the
same is eminently true during the
period from alet to 24th. A sharp
change to colder will come after storms.
On and about the 27th and 28th many
high gales and s iolent storms are prob-
able; high barometer and cold will pre-
vail as September approaches its end."
Right now the weather is anything
but sternly The heat has been almost
unbearable for weeks, and no kind of
relief is looming up at present.
Iii. reported from Todd county that
no rain of consequence has fallen in
Elktou for a number of weeks, and as a
result water is about the scarcest article
on the market. Cistern after cistern
and well after well have gone dry, and
therefore many families haven't a drop
of water on their places. It is no an-
crammer' sight to SOO people packing
water for many squares, and as far as
wash water, that is hauled for miles.
It is said that not lees than fifty persons
each gut water from the wells of Mrs.
Lizzie Lewis and Elder W. E. Moblee.
There are portions of the county in
which the same state of affairs exist.
A Ionsville Post correspondent, who
has just returned from a trip over Muh_
lenberg, Driviees, Henderson, Union,
Crittenden, Caldwell and Lyon coun-
ties reports that there have been longer
dry spells, but old farmers say there has
never been one that has dried up
streams and wells co rapidly. Water is
at a premium allover these:counties and
farm work has been abandoned in many
of the Pennyrile and Purchase counties.
Water for stock is being hauled from
three to ten miles and some instances
much farther than that. Rain has not
fallen in sonic of these counties in
twelve weeks and in most of the locali-
ties visited no cooling clouds have ar-
peared on the burning horizon for eight
or nine weeks. The corn is suffering
much and the crop will be shortened
greatly by the drouth. The tobacco is
also buffering arid the gardens are
parched past any further use. Much
,tock has died because of th3 heat.
There have been more heat prostrations
and more deaths from heat in this part
of the State than in any previous year.
It is certainly anything but pleasant
to see the blight upon so many fields
with no prospect of a rain to counteract
the cffeets of the heat • In some locali-
ties prayer meetings are being held to
pray for rain and there is talk ,in others
of resorting to artificial meanie of bring-
ing rain if such a thing be possible.
Rattan:titers iti this country have
been apparently illative this season, but
the drought should revive interest Lu
their plans and theories. Iu Europe
their experiments have attracted more
attention. Germany offers a reward of
$2,5006 to anyone who can produce a
downpour of raiu at moderate expense.
It is suggested that inventors in this line
should also discover how to stop exces-
eive rains, with resultine leods. The
favorite devices for rai-eaking thus
far P-O cannon explosives, balloons that
burist :it an elevation, compressed gases
and electric connections between the
clouds and the earth.
404
Caecarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never eicken, weaken or gripe.
tOc.
COLORED LAD KILLED FIEFLF.
Young Elltton Negro Swallowed an
Overdose cf Morphine.
Stockton Sheniwell, a colored boy of
Elkton, aged 12 years, committed sui-
cide last week by taking an overdose of
morrhine.
The drug was oir the mantel-piece and
the boy secured it while alone in the
room. Wheu found be was lying out
in the yard stiff.
--we- • saw—
For Sale.
On reasonable terms and at ;moderate
prices, two houses and lots (brick cot-
tages) on North Virginia street. Also
one house and lot on S. E. corner Liber-
ty and Fifth street
HUNTER WOOD & SON
August 3rd, 1897.
Sam Small's Sayings.
Sam Small is in Kentucky to make
speeches for Democracy. He is very
doubtful about the prosperity now said
to be prevailing and says the spurt in
wheat is artificial and the direct result
of the female in India. It is not due to
the Republican Administration. Mark
lianea did not kill hundreds of thous-
ands of people in India in order to help
the American farmer. President Mc-
Kinley is a regular church-goir, bat he
doesn't think you can prove a conspira-
cy between him and God to produce a
famine India by providential enact-
ment. 'An effort will be made to have
Rev. Small speak in ilopkinsville.
Something to know.
It may be worth something to know
that the very best medicine for restoring
the tired out nervous system to a healthy
vigor is Electric Bitters. This medi-
cine is purely vegetsble, acts by giving
tone to the nerve centres in time stomach,
gently stimulates the Liver and Kid-
neys, and aids these organs in throwing
off impurities in the blood. Electric
Bitters improves the appetite, aids di-
gestion, and is pronounced by those who
have tried it its the very best bleed puri-
fier and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for
5Jc or $1.00 per bottle at It. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
Farmer Allegedly Accused
1 Of n Awful Crime.
Too Ready Tongue Swings
Up a Negro.
A YOUNG WOMAN DEAD. WAS DYING OF WOUNDS
Mills vs. Milli Case-Three Happy Daddies-
Belle Boyd.
LOCAL ITEM SHOW LIFE IN ALL PHASES.
A sensational damage suit was filed
Monday laji Attorney Southall for
J. W. Dunctin against H. C. Helsley.
It is alleg
several occa
era wituesse
maliciously
been guilty
in the petition that on
ons in the presence of div-
t he defendant "falsely and
ated that the plant if had
meet." The details are
unfit for pa ication.
The plant* prays the court for judg-
ment against' the defendant in the sum
of $5,000.
The partied to the suit are well-known
in North (2halastain.
LOVARLI YOUNG WOMAN DEAD.
— —
Miss Katherine Bigham a Victim Sunday
oi Typhoid Fever.
Miss KatherineBigham died Sunday
imorning at t e home of her parents on
Ninth street. ITyhoid fever, from which
she had been thi for only _a short time,
caused her death.
She was a hirable and attractive girl,
just blossomi g into noble young wo-
manhood, 
an; 
her death causes great
sorrow whereeer she was known. She
woe a daught of the Rev. J. W. Big-
ham.
Funeral seriices were held at the res-
idence Mon. orning.The remains were;
laid away in opewell cemetery.
4 
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BRIDEOR01)31 '13 FATHER TALKS.
-1—
Hie Statement of the Mills vs. Mills Di-
•vorce Case.
J. L. Mills, tither of Alex Mills who
married pretty Mies Nora Cotton, of
this county, hits made a statement in
regard to the tnarriage and subsequent
divorce proc4dings instituted by the
bride in Hopk isville, a few days ago.
Mr. Mills 
sad 
Nora Cotton and her
father, Willi m Cotton, came to his
house on Fridt ye the 20th, according to
the Nashville anner. On the, follow-
ing Monday they visited the Centen-
nial, the girl returning before dark.
Alex Mills catr e home from his work
and after supper he and the girl went
over to Mr. Brewu's where they were
married, without the knowledge or con-
sent of the parents of either. Mr. Cot-
ton was 'Seta lunch affected when he
heard of the anarriage. On Tuesday
evenirg he left for his home, ac-
compauied by
The bride re
law's home tin
six days after
went to Hopki
promising to
days. The fir
from his daug
in Thursday's
Mrs. Mills had
stating that libel
ry Mills by his
Mr. Mills de
had anything t
and said they
until the coupl
and told thew t
said his so
for her to have
intend to fight
stated that the
the match was
Mill's parents.
. Mill's oldest son.
ained at her father-in-
11 Sunday night, the 29th,
er marriage, when she
sville after her clothes,
turn in two or three
news Mr. Mills had
er-in-law wee a special
tanner announcing that
led a bill for a divorce,
had been forced to mar-
arents.
es that he or his wife
do with the marriage,
new nothing about it
returned from Brown's
ey had been married.
was perfectly willing
divorce, and does not
.he case. Ho further
ost serious objection to
n the part of young
THREE
Mayor Frank
sioner Fowl
APPY PAPAS.
bney. Master Commis-
and Harry Hooper.
The wife of a ester Commissioner W.
T. Fowler pros ted him with a son
Monday mornina.
Born Mon. tell Mrs. Frank Dabney, a
boy. The lusty frouug Mayor weighed
ten pounds.
The storks vi tea Mr. and Mrs. Har-
ry Hopper, last teek, and left a darns/
little girl.
HAS AROUS D MUCH INTEREST.
The Appearance etiFamous Sal!e Boyd at the
Tabernatils Friday Night.
The aminounce4 appearance of Belle
Boyd at the Tab4uacle OD Friday night,
Sept. 17, has aro god no little interest.
and it is a foregcne conclusion that a
large and represdntative audience will
greet her.
Her story of th glory of the men who
wore the grey ha been told from one
end of the count4y to the other, and,
both North and outh, the general con-
census of opinior4 is that she is the great
est narrator of ar incidents who has
ever appeared be ore the public.
Indeed, she h4s vested her subject
with a I:ea.-born uterest until it stands
a revelation as t the interest that may
be aroused and the pleasure evoked
from an entertai ment of its kind.
Buckner & Co. Real Estate Ages.
a_
Arrested for Murder. He Confessed to Raps
and Was Lynched.
LECHEROUS BRUTE MEETS PUNISH1SENT.
ISPICSAL TO NEW Ma)
Macon, Ga., Sept. 13.-Murder was
committed here yesterday morning.Yes-
terday afternoon the slayer was lynch-
ed, not for murder, but for rape.
At eight o'clock yesterday morning
Charley Gibson and Jim Smith, loth
colored, quarreled because Smith amus-
ed Gibson of etealiog 30 cents. • Smith
turned away, whereupon Gibson shot
hint in the back and head killing hum
instantly. Gibson fled and a sheriff and
posse kept chase until 4 p. m., occasion-
ally exchanging shots. At 5 p. m , the
murderer ran to cover and was surround-
ed by deputies. The negro being well
armed gave shot for shot until brought
down by three bullet& from Winches.
terrifies The negro had been suspected
of having outraged Miss Chapman and
this oonfeesion was oonftrined by his
confession. A large crowd soon gads,
ered at the scene of the shooting but so
threats of violence were heard. The
sheriff and deputies returned to the city
to get a vehicle to convey the wounded
man to the city. While they were ab-
sent the negro again confessed he had
raped Miss Chapman and had commit-
ted thefts and burglaries.
The crowd secured a rope and swung
the negro from a limb. Gibson is an
ex-convict. In his house innumerable
articles stolen from residences were
found. In a room were clothes and
shoes stolen from the house where he
had outraged Miss Chapman.
He is accused of having been guilty
of two cases of rape within two weeks
and three futile attempt..
Just try a 10c box of Casearets, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
Hand That Rooks the Cradle.
(Contributed.)
-The hand that rocks the cradle,
If the- little one would save,
Must spank the little darling
From the cradle to the grave."
• • • • • • • •
The hand that rocks the cradle
Is inightier than the pen.
liways the nation and the church
And the destinies of men:
In the palace of the royal.
or the novel of ti.. slave,
1t-3 the hand that lulls to sleep
From the cradle to the grave.
Everybody Say So.
Csacarets Candy Cathartic, the mod
wonderful medical diereivery of the age,
pleasant and refreehing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and tia a box of C. 0. 0. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cent.. Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
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AGENTS WANTED
For
JUVENILE HOLIDAY
And
STANDARD SUBSCRITION
BOOKS
By the W. B. Conkey Company, the
largest publishers and manufaceurers of
books in the United States. Finest line
of new holiday and other subscription
books on the market.
Also agents wanted for "Tea SLIA-ER
S.DE," the latest and best text book on
the silver questicu by the preat silver
leaders.
EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY.
LARGEST COMMISSION.
PRICES BELOW 0()11 PETITION.
Write at once for circulars mad special
terms, staticg. y sterl cheien of tes eitory.
W. B. CONKIEY COMPANY,
341, :ate, e45. a47, $9. Bel Des-barn St.
w 4 t cow CHICAGO, ILL.
-
New York 4'w-id
Thrice-A-Week Ec.1:,.Dr):
15 raattra a week ! 136 papers a year!
FOR ONE DOLLAR. Pualished eve,
alternate day veer pt Sunday. al he
TI' :CV a-Week Edition of The New 
YorkYork World is first r along all "weekly"
u
papersIli size, freque ncy of puLlicatam,
and the freshness, 5--i and vtalety
of its coutente. It has all the merits of
a great $6 daily at the price of a dollar
weekly. Its political news is prompt.
•
cemplete, accurate and impaitial, 
a
readers will testify. It is against the
nfeorwetheotpea7 
the world,le
important news points on the globe. It
111°ItiMpTiltirt: athned
having special correspondence from all
has brilliant illustratioes, stories by
great authors, a capital hunter page,
complete markets, departments for the
household and women's work and other
special departments of unusual interest.
We offer this uneeualed newspaper
and the
The Weekly New Era
Together
One Year For $1.65.
Address NEW ERA, Hopkinsville, Ky.
4
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T TEL NEW ERA.
—PUBLISHED li•t—
New Era Noting & Publish'g Co
BUNTER WOOD, President.
— -
OFFICE-New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopluzumille, Ky.;
$1.00 A YEAR.
oedleod at the postoinde in HopklUliville
a • tecOad-class mall matter.
Friday, September 17, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
One laoh, first insertion
Oat/ Wei, one month 
I I No3,11
°neap-h. three months  non
°detach. slit mouths.  • 111
One Mete one year  IS do
Additional rates may be had by Applica-
tion at the
Transient ad% ertlaing must be paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
oollected quarterly.
All advertisement.. inserted without 41•4.te-
liat41 Umit will be chison-1 for until order...1
out.
An neentents of Ni rt lege' and Deaths,
not exceeding ti.. Ilnes anti notices of
preaching puntished gratis.
Obituary 1STotites, Resolutions of Respect.
and oilier iiiiilLtar notice*, nye cents per line.
- 
CLUBBING RATES: —
Tbs WEEKLY New EaA and the following
paper Otte ) ear;
eaditly Ctactueinnati Enquirer  si IS
Weralltrt. Louis Republic  I 75
14444wils eekly &Hobe-Democrat.  I 75
Weekly Nashville Sun
Howse and Farm
I 7.1
OtAJRT DIRECTORY.
Clicurr COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep!
tem:bor.
qu4.lm:11LT COURT—Second Monday•
In Jan , April, July and October.
Ptecah T-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Coerv Covet -First Monday in every
month.
A Kentucky man has invented si
water filter, and his neighbors very
naturally suspect him of being Insane.
It is said that there are unpaid money
orders to the face value of over V2,000.•
000,000 stored away in the vaults of the
postoffice department at Washington.
Letters are playing important parts in
politics nowadays' For instance, Bry.
an's letter, Couger's letter and An.
drew's letter. And each of the three is
making Democratic converts every day,
-Dayton Times.
The man who offers $10 apiece to ev-
ery Republican and goldbrag voter who
will prove that the McKinley bill or the
gold standard caused the advance in
wheat, is having lots of fun and it is not
costing him a cent.
• 
When Bushnell begins to realize how
he is yoked between Ooze, and Dexter
he will appreciate the predicament of
the old man who yoked himself with a
calf and shouted for somebody to head
them off.-Mansfield O. t Shield.
A million postage stamps weigh 64
pounds. Joined together in one line
they would reach 13 miles 4,133 feet,
er cover an area of 5,200 square feet,
and stacked together tney would reach
a height of 123 feet. To count them
would take one person 4 weeks 3 days 7
hours 40 minutes, allowing one count
each second and ten hours' work a day.
Paducah Register One of the indi-
cations of the return of prosperity is
found in the increase in the number of
applications for pensions. In July,
1e96, the applications aggregated 2,ette,
and in Jane, 1897, they amounted to
49.a6t. This enormous increase is at-
rributed to the return of the Republi-
can party to power, since which times
have been made easy to pensioners s nd
pensions granted while you wait.
When Armour and Cudahy raise the
price of meats, that is a corner on meats
-when the Sugar Trust raises the price
of sugar that is a corner on sager-
when the coal operators combine and
raise the price of coal, that is a corner
on coal. All the above are legitimate,
but when a lot of miners get together
and form a corner on labor and say we
want wages enough to live, then that is
a riot, and the militia is called out.-
Circleville (0) Herald.
We have a tariff bill which provides
a famine and a plague in India. short
mops in Europe. a drought in Australia,
a shortage inArgentine and dollar wheat
in the United States. There is scarcely
any doubt but what an additional 10 per
cent tariff on peanuts would have killed
all the gassahoppers in Kansas, but
these blessinga should be enough for any
reasonable people to expect from Prov-
idence, or rather Mark Hanna, 'in one
year -Evanston (Wyo ) Register.
•- --eeeee
• Collis P. Huntington, the president of
Use Southern Pacific Railroad and of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, main-
tains three palatial residences, which
are kept in such perfect running order
that any one of them is ready for occu-
pancy by his family at a moment's no-
tice. One of these residences is at Fifth
avenue and Fifty-seventh street, New
York, another in the fashionable quer-
n= quarters of San Francisco, and the
third is in the village of Westchester, in
New York State. Besides these three
houses, Mr. Huntington has a camp in
She Adirondacks,on which some $30,000
or $40,000 has been expended.
Argentine at last his taken steps to
retaliate upon ths United States for
supposed discrimination in the new tar-
iff. A cablegram has been received at
the State department from United States
Minister Buchanan at Beenos Ayres
reading "Argentine tariff for next
year has been dent to the Argentine
congress. President recommends, in
view of the United States tariff, the fol-
lowing increased duty: "Sixty-six per
cent. on yellow pine, 123 per cent, on
farm wagons ; 100 per cent. on plows,
harrows, kerosene and agricultural ma-
chinery not pecifically mentioned. Al-
so recommends maximum and minimum
armee accordig to what the President
can apply at will. 50 per cent, duty in
addition to the regular duty. Am writ-
ing fully in rtgard to the situation.-
Ge n. Wilson, chief of engineers of the
army, has been making an examination
of the report of the Mississippi river
commission and lista brought to light
some very interesting facts connected
with the flood of last spring. It was
shown that the flood of the Mississippi
was the highest of which there is any
record. The total length of the levees
on both sides of the river
miles, and there were in all 38 breaks by
the floods, aggregating 8 7-10 miles. An
interesting feature of the breakage is
that none of the levees built by the
United States Government were broken,
but the breaks occurred in those por-
tions which had been built by the States
or by municipalities or private parties.
't he Mississippi river floods will fortn an
Important part of the annual report of
Gen. Wilson, which is uow in the
coarse of preparation.
Mak of OW. Oily of 'I'ele4u,
Loom tiousity,
Prsnli J Uhanoy makes oath ihig h.
I/ ths senior partner of this firm of y, J.
Shaul ')os , tarantellaIll 11i•sty 0/ '1010114/, Ounlitt WO Seises lassos
rod OHO selsi irm will pay ilia
rim of wigs **oh
eitid *tory moo of entarth Hine Pail but
be rood by the rum of Hall's Unearth
Cars, rflARIN J 1)111511114Y
Merritt to befufn awl in 'haul In
nemenes, this nth day of beesuAlstr,
A. D. 150W1
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Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure it taken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
1111100us surfaces of the system. Send
for Isstintonials, free.
Y. J. CHENEY & 00.,
Toledo, 0.
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STANDARD OIL TENTACLE.
The gas supply of nearly Pinny ini-
portat:t city in the United St4es is di-
rectly or indirectly codtrolleti by the
Standard Oil company, which has not
only made tremendous profits by issue,'
of new securities; of gas cornpainies and
the increase of the prices of these se
carities, but has provided a permanent
cash market for nearly Ise's/4000 bar
rein of its own product which i uneven
able for general commercial peeses. Iii
the refining of petroleum a Member of,
materials remains after the extraction
of the oil suitable for use lu lamps,
which are utilized by scientifig methods
for various purposes. One of the most
important of these is a kind off naphtha •
too dangerous for general rannuervial !
use. because of its explosive trnilenciea, ;
out available when liandlea in large
quantities for the manufacture of water
gas. Its cost is virtually , nothing.
Nobody outside the oil companies knows
what the profits on it are. No intelli-
gent estimate places this profit below 20
per cent, and some estimates are as high
as 50 per cent. To secure this profit,
however, a market must be found, and
it is supposed that the first and most ur•
gent inducement for the acquisition of
the control of gas companies by the
Standard Oil company was to assure
this profit. i
C APid AN-OF °HUI).
Hon H. L. Chapman, the Democratic
nominee for Governor of Ohio, in a
speech at Cleveland. 0., last Saturday
said:
am not here to deliver a political
address or to discuss the 'questions
which will soon be raised in • the cam-
paign which will soon be opened by the
Democrats. It would not be proper for
me to diecuse the political campaign at
the present time."
"The Democratic State campaign will
be opened on the 23d of this month in
commemoration of three brave and
patriotic American soldiers ;who over
one hundred years ago captured the
traitor Maj. Andre. and refesed to be
bribed by British gold to releitse him"
"At that time I will discusm all politi-
cal questions freely and openly, and I
believe that we will set forth the issues
so plainly that the A inerLan voters in
Ohio will refuse, as did the 'captors of
of Maj. Andre. to be bribed by British
gold, or any other gold, into voting the
Republican ticket. This meeting will
again set the ball rolling for free silver
-so that by the time 1900 arrives we will
be in a position . to obtain the money
which the people of this country need
to alleviate their condition."
The British Government sells all its
publications. It gives nothiog away. If
you want a copy of a bill that has been
introduced into the House of Commons
or a report that has been presented to
the House of Lords or any public matter
in the Louodu County Couneil or the
Board of Aldermen of the city, you have
to buy it from the official printers, and
you have to pay the postage if it is sent
through the mails. In oer country
nearly all official documents of this kind
are given away, and are sent free
through the mails under a frenk. The
British plan seems to be the More sensi-
ble. It saves millions of dollars every
year that are wasted in the United
States to furnish public dattuments to
people who do not care anything for
them, and who throw them into the
waste paper basket as soon as they are
received. The charge for official publi-
cations is only sufficient to pay the cost
and a small margin for wastage. Thus
she Government printing office is self-
supporting and the postal service pays a
profit of $10,000,000 or $12,000,000 annu-
ally into the treasury. On the contrary,
on our side of the Atlantic, it coats $5.-
000,000 or more to pay for printing for
which no one is the wiser; and our
Post-office Department declares an Irish
dividend of $9,000,000 or '$10,000,000
every year, much of which is due to
transportation of "pub. docs."-CLi,..
go Record.
The most alarming accounts of cereal
and potato crop failures general over
Ireland, in consequence of continued
rains and floods, appear to justify the
apprehension that that country is doom-
ed to a famine year worse than any-
thing in its sad history since le47. Thus
far tha British government ilia not tak-
en any action, which, however, accord-
ing to our advice. cannot be long de-
layed, or there will be misery and star-
vation in the island comparable only
with that lately witnessed in India.
...-
Secretary Sherman denies that he is
going to make any speeches in Ohio this
fall. We are sorry to beer this, for
many people are anxious tee have him
tell why he surreptitiously had silver
demonetized and made a !commodity
whereby inflicting great loss upon
American producers and ostaing wide-
spread suffering among all classes of
citizens. We hope he will reconsider
the matter and come out and tell all he
knows about his great blunder and
crime--Tifiin (Ohio)Advertiser.
The reckless lying of the Hanna par-
rots is the wonder of all intelligent citi-
zens. While they tell the public that the
silver dollar is only worth .'40 cents,"
they take that dollar gladly whenever
the occasion offers, at 100 dents in the
payment of all indebtedness and pay it
out at the .same value for whatever in-
debtedness they owe, thus snowing that
they do not believe their owa falsehoods.
They are either fools themselves or be-
lieve all their readers are.-Titlin (Ohio)
Advertiser.
John D. Saline is mayor of the small-
est city in the world. The city, the name
of which is Fenton, is regularly incor-
porated, but though it has been is exist-
ence for more than twenty years it has
a population of lees than 105) people. It
is situated along the Meiimee river,
about fifteen miles South of. St. Louis.
The city is a settlement of wealthy bu-
siness men of St. Louis, and has a full
quota of officials, none of whom, how-
ever, draw salaries.
A newly-appointed Georgia justice of
the peace was informed that some one
had stolen his horse during the night.
He was uot long in locating the crimi-
nal, who was speedily brought to trial,
when the justice said: "I ain't quali-
fied ter set on this case, as the
horse was mine; but I'm noin' ter let
the bailiff preside, an' v4hile he's a-
tryin' of the criminal I'll be/ out yander
a-stetchire of the rope an locatin' of
the tree!"
. . _
Hon. J.B. Foraker says he is "inflam-
ed for Hanna and mound motley." Han-
na kicked him somewhat loosely inOhio.
The inflammation resulting horn that
has gone to his mind. Hanna is pretty
tough, but he never did a better (lay's
work than when he lifted Foraker from
hie perch. -Atlanta Constitetion.
A Great Book Prikp.
When Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
Y., published the first edition of his
great work, The People's Common
Benno Medical Advi•sr, het announeed
that altar 11510,000 copies Ns4 been sold
at ths ri•huissr wino, $1,60 per (espy, the
prone on which would reps, him for ths
rest spionnt of litho, and' Monay
ostidad in ptistuultig it, ha; evoulit ills
{Mimeo the nail half soillisoh free A.
Oils 11•Inhey uf midst, has Harmaily wan
add, he la lint, WIYIliff /may.' oltoolutely
1401,000 noniniatr , notetynallow owl
valuable otteittion anion intrlieal
eve, putillahed the eeelplettt only being
required to Mall to him, hi 11.4005 ad•
dregs, twenty one (III otieetent stamps
to Norm' cost Of Mailing only, and the
took will be sent pout-paid. It tea veri-
table medical library, complete in one
volume. Contains 1010; pagy.s, profuse.
ly illustrated. The free ed4ion is pre-
cisely the same as that sold tit $1.50 ex-
cept only Vett the books see in strong,
manilla paper covers instead of cloth.'
fiend now before all am given away.
•
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There tire more starving, bile men in GAUNT HUNGER'S JAWS GET YOUR OVERCOAT. BLCODSHED FEARED.
Gen. C. H. Urosveuor's district than tu ,
any other dietriet in the State anu .11 •
yelling epreeperity" ;bud talking 1.Lc •
the le auttes of the Diugley _ •
Iambus Call Thirty-Two Victims of Star- Some Glorious News
And now at appears that an es Pre.'•
dent is not above suspicion of having
atterupted to beat the taxgatherer even
by placing too low a valuation on his
property for the purpose of taxation.-
Chicago Tribune.
Elkton Tunes: 'I' hat rotten old Cour-
ier Journal still daily proclaims that
Bryan is as tIcaol as Heck's imp. and just
as frequently fires a double-leaded eat
tonal at the clog se. Tli.• i ' .'.1 is 1.‘
dently very feurful that Bryan's bonem
will rise ARAM.
William J. Bryan was caught in ii
train wrcek neer Emporia, Kau., on
Wednesday night. He Was in the rear
sleeper and escaped injury, and did no-
ble work in rescuing and alleviating the
sufferings of the injured. Mr. Bryan is
a man of heroic physical proportions,
and is unquestionably a gallant gentle-
man His action in the disaster will
tend to enhance his persoual popularity.
-Minneapolis Tribune.
Ex-Queen Liliuoktilanai of Hawaii has
left Washington to be absent until Con-
gress convenes. She has gone to San
Francisco. with the members of her suit.
Her former secretary, Mr. Palmer, left
for Boston some time ago. It is Raid
that Mr. Palmer will not resume his re-
lations to the ex-Queen's snit next year.
The object of the cx Queen in going
to San Francisco is to be in close touch
with her friends and supporters. It is
said also that the lack of court paid her
erstwhile majesty in Washington was
disappointing to her, veil she longed for
the adulation which she was accustomed
to receive in San Francisco during hi r
visit to that city..-Washington Star.
The men who were killed or 'rounded
at Lattimer have families, and the wid-
ows and orphans are a painful evidence
of the extent to which such collisions
afflict a community. What begins as a
difference of opinion about wages is al-
lowed to run into scenes of passion, awl
bodily harm and even death are the la-
mentable resn;t. It is not creditable to
our people as a whole that a tragedy
like that in Pennsylvania is possible. A
question of wages can not by any line
of reasoning justify the bodily injury
of any one. Viewed from either side or
in any light the bloodshed at Lattimer
is a blot upon methods in business con-
troversies.-St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Paris has just established a scheme
which is such a boon and means of pro-
tection to the poorer classes; that one
would like to gee it adopted here in
America. Any ciezen who entertains a
doubt as to the genuineness of an arti-
cle of food or drink purchased of a Par•
isan salesman, may take it to the mu-
iiiciple and have it analyzed
free of cost. If it is found to be adul-
terated, it is the management of the
offender without any further trouble to
the purchaser. The tradesman is liable
to heavy tine as well as imprisoument,
and may be compelled by the police aud
by law to display conspicuously in his
shop window or over his door a large
placard bearing the words: "Convicted
of adulteration."
 - - 
-
The superstition that human beings
should sleep with their heads to the
North is believed by the French to have
for its foundation a scientific fact.
They affirm that each human system is
in itself an electric bac tery, the bead be-
ing one of the electrodes, the feet the
other. Their proof was discovered frcm
experiments which the Academy of
Sciences was allowed to make on the
body of a man who was guillotinee.
This was taken the instaut it fell aed
' Orion a p;vot free to move as it
lead part, after a little
vacillation, turned to the North, and
the body then remained stationary. It
was turned half way round by one of
the professors, and again the head end
of the trunk moved slowly to the cardi-
nal point, due North, the same results
being repeated uritil the tival arresta-
tion of organic movement.
THE KENTUCKY CONFERENCE.
IsPEC1.6.1.. TO NEW ER 41
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Sept. 113.-The
Kentucky Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, met in this
place yesterday and immediately found
itself involved in a spirited contest be-
the advocates and opponents of the Rev
H. C. Morrison aud the holiness doc-
trine.
How to Find Out.
Fill a bottle or common glass with
urine and let it stand twenty-four
hours; a sediment or settling indicatee
an unhealthy condition of the kidneys.
When urine stains linen it is positive
evidence of kidney trouble. Too fre-
quent desire to urinate or pain in the
back, is also convincing proof that the
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
WHAT TO DO.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain in
the back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passages. It
corrects inability to hold urin and scald-
ing pain in passing it, or bad effects fol-
lowing nse of liquor, wine or beer, and
overcomes that unpleasant necessity of
being compelled to get up many times
during the night to urinate. The mild
and tne extraordinary effect of Swamp-
Root is soon realized It stands the
highest for its wonderful cures of the
the most disteessing cases. If you need
a medicine you should have the best.
Sold by druggists price fifty cents and
one dollar. You may have a earnple
bottle and pamphlet both sent free by
mail. Mentien New Erie amid smile
your address to Dr. Kilmer de Co , Bing-
hampton, N. Y. The proprietors of this
paper guarantee the genuineness of the;
offer.
has demonstrated ten thousand
Lia3011 that it is almost Infallible
.FOR WOMAN'S
PECULIAR
WEAKNESSES,
Irregularities and derangements.
It has become the It &ding remedy
fur this class of troubles It exerts
a wonderfully healing, strengths.-
lug and soothing Influence ape.
the menstrual organs. It cures
• whites" and falling of the wcrub.
It stops flooding and relieves sup.
remr4, 504 781111 nsegeoestIrg
ref I /ahem 1. Idle It Is It.. ofil
ii1041111,11 hos te 16 lit Imo.. , ICIilfilig p, snooty, etie 1••11,1111110 14111,11C0 non Immo. Inntas.4 'VIM It Intl/140164, 4610,0•Isles, strosethstie ins *hole •I-
tern, This stoat om.tir 0 I
I,, all IMP-WA women Why will
any awned flutter smother lei, ••••
with berfsle relief whine tsie.h?
Wins of Cardul only costa 11.Ull pee
bottla at your drug store.
Poe .der.'.. in revs romieino /polo/ Mr,.14,,o, ofitiretA cA.1.11 tropl.not, Ms ' LAA•rg•
A I' istwy Pep. rt too, 9,' TI••• I hattuissois• 3.14.1-
WM. 0, , ( (lath... 1.4. 1'.n,,,
ley.) W SMITH, Camden, SC,, says:
"My sole used Wine of Careful it home
tee falling of the womb and It entirely
sawed her."
A111•111=1111MIIMININIIMIIIMIESINININIa.
Wit SAL BY B. 0. HARDWICK.
vation in One Day. Suffering Humanity.
ABtr'T PIE STRIKERS!'
for Friends of the Five Men 1 he Backbone of the Strike
Lynched In Indiana Said to be Broken.
THE AWFULCONDITION A COLD WAVE COMING ARMING THE
MSELVES 10,000 S TRIK ER S
And Preparing to Wreak Vengiance Upon the
Weyler Begins His Polley of Utter Devastation It Will Art ive Hers To Night and There Made the First Break in the Ranks and Re ,
In Cuba. Be a Fall of Thirty D •gr es. 
N. n Wt.o Composed the Mob turned to Work This Al meting.
INSURGENTS WIN NUMEROUS BATTLES
[SPECIAL TO NSW ESA)
Havault, via Key West, Sept. 15 -At
Los Palacios, Peter del Rio province.
thirty-two persons died froni hunger
one day this week. The majority i f the
population are starving and crowd the
street in demand for relief from the
Spanish anthorities. Los Pellicles be-
fore the war had at least 2,0W inhale;
tants. Now there are not over 800. The
same awful condition exists over the
whole province of Pinar Del Rio. Re-
ports from the capital of the province
are not less terrible.
Gen. Weyler is heedless of the condi-
tiou in the desolated provinces. In-
stead of trying to remedy the situation
he has published orders, which I have
read, to destroy in Santa Clara province
to towns of Lasierra, Arimao, Las Au-
ras, San Antonio, Los Guas, Arriele and
Punta Gerd i, all in the neighborhood of
the city cf Cienfuegos. The only rea-
son he gives for this barbarity, which
will leeve homeless thousands of people
is, that the Spanah troops can not di-
feud those places against the raids of
the in-urgents. It is the beginning of
Weyler's policy to reduce Cuba to ashes
before surrendering it to the Cubans.
At Joeica, Matanzas Province, anoth-
er train has been blown up with dyna-
mite, the armored car being shattered
by the explosion. Ten Spanish soldiers
were killed.
At San Purialsz, Santa Clara, another
fight took place the shine day between
the Spanish forces under Gen. Moutan•
er and the iusurgents under Col. Simi.
ler. After three hours the insurgents
retreated. LOW.; on both Rides were
heavy and the Spanish Major Vivar was
seriously injured.
A decisive victory was won on Sept.
9, near Artemesia, Pinar del Rio, by the
insurgent General Ledro Diaz over the
Spanish battalion of Vergara, the battle
was fought at a plaee called Dewar°
Campo. After a heavy fire the insur
gent. charged the Spanish lines and a
hand-to-baud fight ensued, with the
complete defeat of the Spauiaros.
SPORTS AND IMPORTS.
[SPECIAL TO NSW anal
Washington, Sept. lie-Domestic ex-
ports for August were the largest of any
August of which the Bureiee of Statis-
tics of the Treasury Department has a
record. They were veined at $76,497,-
820, as against .66,807,829. For the
eight months ended Aug. 21, le97, they
;env amounted to $629,434,3;3, an in-
.,retese of $51,217,387 over last year.
The excess of exports of merchandise
over imports for August last was $40,-
942,753, as against an excess of $19,132,-
816 in August, 1196 and during the past
eight months $83,e29,213, as compared
with $109,698,493 during the correspond-
ing months of 1896.
The value of imports during August
amounted to $39,876,640. Thai is the
smallest value since June, 1879, when
they amounted to $38,890,431.
The imports of the inonth just past
were about squally divided between
free and dutiable goods, the value of
the former being $21,231,572 and of the
latter ChM-15,048, an excess of free goods
of about $2,400,000. The increase of
exports is made up mainly of bread-
stuffs, which is accounted for ny the
heavy foreign damaud for American
grains.
The amount of gold imported during
August amounted to $4,374,175 and the
exports to $1 ,9+l3.58$.
The silver imports during August
amounted to $1,491,752 and the exports
to $3,316 e43.
WearS COIN FOR BROKEN LEG.
Negro Sees a Farmer for $2.000 and a Phy-
siciaa ler $5,000.
Mr. Winston Henry, the well-known
and popular planter, was made de-
fendant in a $2,000 damage suit, which
was tiled yesterday morning.
The plaintiff, Mitchel Sewell, colored,
alleges that while lowering himself
down a well on Mr. Henry's farm that
a repo broke and lie fell to the
bottom, breaking his leg. He claims
that Mr. Henry had assured him that
the rope was stroeg and would bear his
weight.
Sowell, it will be remembered,
brought suit recently against Dr. a'aul
S. Anderson, of Ceieky, alleging mai
piactice in setting the broken lsg.
SECRETLY MARRIED IN JUNE.
Popular Asy'um Employees Surliest) Their
Many Friends.
-
A big surprise was sprung Wednesday
at the Western Kentucky Asylum when
the report WAS spread that two popular
employees had been secretly married last
June. No one knew of tpe marriage
until the bride, who was thought to be
Miss Myrtle Lindsey, handed in her re-
signation and her name was signed
"Mrs. J. A. Ramey."
Lem June Mr. Ramey, who is Super-
visor at the Asylum, and Miss Lindsey,
an attendant, went to Nashville with a
party of friends to see the Centennial.
While there the. marriage was quietly
solemnized, and no one in the party wait
any the wiser.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Renal, have re-
signed their placers at the institution, to
take effect in October. The bride came
here from Louisville. Mr. Ramey lives
in Upper Kentucky.
•
WERE MARRIED WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
--
Daughter of Sheriff Davis Weds a Prominent
Mississippi Plants,.
Miss Jettle E. Davis, of this city, WM
married Wesluight to IiitililiaL.Strain,
of 161151.40.011/1.1.
The eareinuny limit plies in the IMP
ef the perulenee id the bride's par.
Alai Oil WWI 014.01, and Was purfitriiii$41
Ivy Ms list, W it K iHf, potato, of Oa
thisiitisrlsisi 1 5,01011y Portion oh sire ii
ly the Ituilietlioste fitfully 11114 5 few of
tho hoer fbisilYnli ssttl n.1014111 were lutes'
I'll t,
This lolls is it tinilithter of (apt, Me.f.
had., Sheriff of Chrimtlan routity. She
is an aersimpleehed and comely young
lady sod has a large circle of friends
who wish her a long life of unalloyed
happiness. The groom is a prosperous
and prominent planter of Union county,
Miss . and a worthy gentleman in every
respect.
Mr. and Mrs. Strain left last
night for their future home.
THERE WILL ALSO BE HEireeT :MOWERS
[SPECIAL TO NEW Eita I
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 16 -The Weath-
er Bureau in this city has just given out
R01110 joyful news.
It predicts for the State in general a
cool wave and heavy showers. The
temperature will fall thirty degrees to
night.
This is great news for everybody, for
not only is the temperature oppressive,
but on every hand crops of every kind
are literally burning up. In solie parts
of the Ssate the corn crop is not worth
gathering, while in other parts there
will not be fifty per cent. of a creep.
The Western part of the State is in the
worse condition of any. A great deal
of fairly good tobacco in tnat portion is
rapidly, being ruined by tbe present
terribly hot, dry spell of weather, and it
has been said recently that the crop
would be absolutely ruined if it contin-
ued very much longer. The (quinoia
rains will help things, though if 'there
had been rains six weeks ago good crops
would have been made, especially of
corn.
THE HUNTER CASE.
!SPECIAL TO NEW WW1
Fraukfort, Ky., Sept. 16, 12:30 p.
The famous case against Dr. W. GOd•
frey Hunter, E T. Franks, f•X Congress
man John H. Wilson and others, all  of
whom are indicted by the Franklin
county grand jury on charge of consPir-
au to bribe legislators, WM begun, in
the Circuit Court hers this morning. A
jury was selected, an I as that took all
the morning, the comt adjourned until
3 o'clock this afternoon, when the trial
will begin in earnest and will be very
spirited on both sides from beginning to
end. The defendants have a large ar-
ray of able attorneys.
Hunter has always claimed his indict-
ment to have been a conspiracy on the
part of enemies who wished to ruin him
and accused tiov. Bradley of beteg a
loading mover in it. Now he'll have to
prove it.
PRINCETON REPUBLICAN.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Princeton, Ky.. Sept. 16.-The Re-
publicans held their convention here
and nominated Ben Kaufman, former
ly of Louisville, for Mayor of Prince-
ton, and the following ticket for Coun-
cilmen: P. J. Foerg, William Kirk,
John C. Gates, NV. H. Rich, and H. R.
Pickering. A great deal of significance
is attached to the nomination of Mr.
Pickering, as he has been a leader of
the Democratic party in this county for
twenty years, and refused less than two
months ago to allow hie name on the
joint silver ticket. He was a candidate
for Sheriff before the Democratic pri-
mary, and this action is taken ey his
friends as an evidence that his views on
the money question have undergone a
change.
RELIEF FOR KLONU SIRS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Washington Sept. 16 --Secretary Al-
ger is disposed to send relief to the
starving miners in the Klondike region,
provided they can be reached with sup-
plies.
C;.,M-JESTC:0
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slats
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ABOUT YELLOW FEVER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW RBA]
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 16.-Only one
death from yellow fever was reported
yesterday, but the appearance of new
cases at different points greatly ineream-
ed the alarm in the Southern States
The Government expert has pronounce'
eleven of the forty suspicious cases at
Edwards. Miss , to be yellow fever, and
the city of Jaekson, is panic-
stricken. The most stringent quaran-
tine regulations exi.ts tereughout Ala-
bama, Mississippi and Louisiana. Local
traffic on the railroads in Mississippi
has been almost suspended. Refugees
are going North in large numbers. The
Gulf States are panic-stricken, despite
the fact that as yet the (wee are not
numerous and the percentage of deaths
very small.
REV. LC. LAMB =THIS CITY.
Conference Anpointments for the Green
River District.
For the past week the Kenttrky Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church has beet' in session at Pineville
The following appointments before ad-
journment were made for the Green
River District:
S. M. Shelton, Presiding Elder; Bre-
men, W. W. Armer; Dawson, to lie
supplied; Dexterville. J. H. Embrey.
Deer Lick, W. R. McRoy ; Earlington,
C. C. Hall; G. I'. Jeffries; Hopkinsville.
N. C. Lamb; Marion, 0. M. Burnett ;
Hickory Grove, E. B. Timmons ; Mor-
gantown, Aeer-tennett ; Owensboro, 0.
H. Shaw; Olaton, C. S. Jupin ; Paducah
W. T. Dunn.
Mrs. John Bonte presented her hus-
band with a bouncing girl baby Tues-
day night. Mother and child are doing
Insist
Upon having Just what you call for who's
you go to buy Hood's Sarsaparilla. Thera
is no substitute for Hood's. lt is an in'
Ault to your illtelligeilets to try to sell you
something else. Heinember that all
efforts to Inducer you to buy an article
you do nut taint, int tweet limply
pon
Win Sonifir tin Irell•01 Muni prat, The
Melo, or clerk whit door Ole firil
Itig her your welfare, Ile *Imply wants
yeti, money, Do not permit yourself tet
be deceived, lotlat upon Lavine
Sarsaparilla
And oaly Hood's. It Is the (Inc 'raw
Hood's Pills ow to bay easy to tans,stag Mynas. Ms.
THE MEN HUNG WERE MEAN RASCALS FEMALE RIOTERS CAUS AG TROUBLE
IspgcrAL TO NEW FAA
Versailles, Ind , Sept. 16.-It is now
believed that the awful tragedy of yes-
terday, when five men were lynehed
here, will be followed by other lynch-
iotte as the friends of the victims of
yesterday's mob are arming themselves
and pre- paling for revenge, which they 1
swear that they'll have regardless of
oust.
The men who composed the mob are
prepared to defend themselves, and they
will be assisted by their friends,-end
so a terrible and bloody time, it is fear-
ed and believedae in store for this town
and county. As the five men who were
shot and then hung and again shot by
the mob yesterday were only guilty of
robbery it would have been much wiser
to have let the law take its course, espe-
cially as there Was enough evidence on
hand to have easily convicted them.
The public though was incensed
by numerous depredations, re-
peated burglaries and daylight rob-
beries, so decided that if a nee
would make an example of these fie
men it would put a stop to lawlessnes
of that sort in Ripley county. Five
men who had long been a terror to the
citizens of Ripley county were in jail
at this plaee. The mob came here (lur-
ing the night, broke into the jail and
then made the jailor open the cells.
The five men were beaten and shot to
death and their bodies were then hue..
to the same tree-limb, where they wen•
found by the public early in the morn-
ing.
This gang had been guilty of all Norte
of crimes. Fannere would come to
towu with a bunch of cattle or load of
farming products, and the next morn-
ing they would be found along the
roadside suffering from a wound and
minus their money. Old German far•
mere have been visited and both men
and women have been suljected to all
the torture that a hardened mind could
inflict. Aged German women have been
forced to stand upon a redhot stove in an
effort to compel them to disclose the hid-
ing place of Dome treasure in the house.
These depredations have continued un-
ceasingly. Arrests have been made but
the guilty parties have covered up their
lawleasnese and it was seldom that con-
vietiou followed and that is why the
mob acted as it did yesterday.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
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Tobacco Curing.
An exchange offers the following sug-
gestions for curing tobacco: "Make an
opening of six inches at the bottom of
both sides, hang boards on hinges to fit
the space, place wire netting inside to
keep out chickens. The open spaces
made by the rafters on the plates must
be kept open. Strips must be nailed on
every crack, and every opening closed
as above. When housing the tobacco,
wet the bottom as fast as the tobacco is
being hung by sprinkling liberally.
When the tobacco is housed shut the
doors, open the drop boards, and keep
both in this position mail the tol aceo
is cured. When the sun shines there
will be a glow, imperceptible draft from
bottom to top, because the air is eigl t
or ten degrees wanner above than be-
low. This permeates the air of the shed,
every square foot alike, and producer' a
splendid cure. An iron roof, painted
black is best "
RHEUMATISM
Is caused by Uric Acid and other im-
purities; lingering in the blood, which
have not been filtered out by the Kid-
neys through the urine. The seat of
the trouble is not in the skin or mus-
cles. It's sick Kidneys. Electricity,
liniments or plasters will not reach the
case. But the disease can be
CURED
I have given your Dr. Hobbs Fparagus
Kidney Pals a fair and impartial trial
in a case of acute nephritis and rheuma-
tism. My patient was greatly relieved
and I am inclined to believe that in
keeping up the treatment, they will
make a anal cure. They have acted
like a charm, and think they are all
you olaim them to be,
A. C. Vories, M. D.,
Boaz, Ky.
Dr. Hobbs
PARAGU
Kidney Pills.
• - • ••• %'
Proclamation!
To the People of
Christian Co.
Whereas, John Moayon, of
the City of llopkinsville, has
remodeled the house former-
ly occupied by Winfree 13ros.
& Co., on Main St., 2 doors
from the First National
Bank,
Therefore. lie will hereby
ootify Ow good pooldo of
cliriatiiiii nod adjoining
that lie wishes the piddle to
call and seethe 'prettiest moil,.
I 1.11 went In Odell lie will sell
Dry (loodo, Clothing, liooto
and Shoes, and lindiem' and
(lento'', Furnishing tioods itt
Prices Lower than any house
ill Kentucky. Will be open
for business Sept. 24, '97.
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[SPECIAL TO NEW Ras)
lettsburg, Pa ,'Sept 16 --The back-
bone of the coal strike in thie district is
at last broken, BO it in now chinned by
the mine ovvnt rs. Ten thoneand miners
in this district returned to work-this
morning, and will trust to the mile
owners to do what is right, it is said.
At any rate, the public has been told
that.
MINERS FORCED OUT.
Hazleton, Pa , Sept. 16 -Women
rioters this morning forced out five hun-
dred miners who hart deserted the strik-
ers and gone to work in the mines here
Trouble is feared. as the women are in a
very ugly humor.
Tle fue
dans
stratum
s!
JEN 1E•11:63FLX.41..
AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE AIRE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCVVE USE OF THE WORD
"PI HER'S CASTORIA," AS OUR TRADE MARK.
"H*CyAaniii;80,RNIAas,'s
aAcm:usetts,1, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of
was the priginator of mu PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has orne and does now on eve ,y
bear the fic-simile signature of d7-1971-11 wrapper.
This is th0 original "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the hind 4ou have always bought
on he
and ha o the signature of 1.444 wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fietcher is
President March1897.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not 'endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
13gredient of which even he does not know.
"The Kind You Have Always Bought"
EARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
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Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
CO••••••• Ti 111  a  Ole TOPS CYV
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SHOOL
*
lWe claim that t is is about as good a shoei
O as can be made out of leather, not a fine
shoe, but a good strong one to stand the
0 knocks and kick!: 
rl
of boys who are as rough
as young mules. ade in button, heel and
spring heel.
In Addition to our own
regular line we have about
500 Pairs School sires
t From The
WILICOIEW Aire ICI 9 gES WIr CPC:31K.
At Cuts of 15c to 75c on the Pair—
We Can Postively SAVE YOU MONEY ON SHOES.
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We have a p 1r for every School
Boy and (Gil-iii Christian Co.
OUR OWN BRAND
Andason's : Kick-Me-Hard
AT THE FOLLO WING PRICES:
5 to 7'2, At 75 cts
8 to 161/3, At $1.00.
11 to 2, At $1.25
HARVEST TIME IN RETAIL BUYING!
The July harvest for retail buyers is at hand. The grain is fine and
ripe and what the machine has done for the prices is a plenty.
Our Mid-Summer Pri4s 
Are the Lowest of the Year.
It isn't an easy work to turi a summer store into an autumn store,
but that is what we are go g to do. It is a funeral of profits. Come
in and be surprised. We have picked out 150 men's suits and will sell
them
At Half Their Original Value.
Every straw 11.4t in the honise at half price. 100 pairs men's $1.25
shoes for $1.00.
Come early and get some of the plums.
MAMMOTH CLOTHING & SHOE CO.
TAME NOTICE!!
Now is the time
to buy, before the
adv4uce comes.
3'. H. 1)40-61 co:
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SOME FOLKS WE KNOW SLUMPS IN TOMATOES :)WEET HARMONY--NIT Dia HAD FUN TO EURN PIELS FF PLANTERS A VICTIM OF FEVER.
-1Breezy Notes About Friends PI ices Advance- hought4
and Neighbors. hr Pupils.
: O;eifeei tieeltdu LK/Cie I' tt Hay Rue •-•
for Hub Lunsford. Last Night.
Diet
Markets. I Wednesday Afternoon.
all cif D. L. Johnson
CLUBS MEET. BELLE MEADE FARM. FRIENDS KICKED OUT. F-OUR HEARTS AS TWO. FARM NEWSAND NOTES ILL SEVERAL WEEKS.
qltil Saw the -Cen Off to Ceilegei-
Mess litakenters Entertained.
GAMMA AND GOSSIP OF A LOCAL NATURE
ARYLSTEAD -Mr. Joseph Bryant
Armistead went to Ohio Thursday to
enter Hiram College, one of the princi-
pal institutes of the Christian denomi-
nation. He will remain at the college
four or fire year.., and will take both
the theologies, and classical courses.
He will prepare himself for the minis-
try. Mr. Armistead is s sifted young
meu of tine intellect mud spiritual ear-
ithetinese.
• r
SAW TM* ONN -I: K. Bossed an.d
wife, Miss Davy. Bogard, Miss 1'144
Deeitisou atid Meis east,. Beesley, of
Lafayette, sad Mimi Lena beery, of
llopkineville, 'pout last night In the city
011route home from the Ceateuntal
elwrksvitlis Times
4 6 $
LOWE-Mr. Clifton Long west Is
Howeillianday night. Ha took Otsego ef
the subool therellooday Inorelllee HO le
oaf of the oily'. awe talented putter
Stec and the palette. and pupils of the
Nowell school are to be rongratuleted
os securing hie valuable etervittee,
''4
A? THU F.II-Johu 0. Willis, the big
Obriatian (lewdy horsemen, is in Eke
Illy. • • • John J. Von Cleve, the prom
Intel Hopitinifrille stoehraaii, and hi.
testily, GNP the Easiala of Gap. Jita COIN
• bta end family Orson 'rime+
• f •
Ti' °muting -Three height poling
hien left MotikittevIlle Monday In
be gone toe mold ha. They are Akaere.
Frank Trite and John Mittel, of t;
city, anti Douala.. Hell, of Bell. Th
will enter the Uulvereity of
Next-Door Neighbors.
Gentitti.-The hon. Claude kiimme,
of the Balkh of Guthrie, is out hustling
In the interest of the proposed fair and
race course at Guthrie.That the groundli
will be laid off. right awey, and paaE
stand erected there can be no doubt
Stock has been capitalised at $1,000, di-
vided into shares of $100 each. The
grounds are to be located near the Guth-
rie park, in the edge of town. The raeS
course will be one mile around, the
largest one in this section.
Tuvrox.-Spargeon. the five-year
old son of Rev. M V Lyon, fell from a
wagon loaded with apples, and was per-
haps fatally injured. la the fall his
eltiall was fractured in two place.,
besides other injanfts. His attending
physician says the child may possibly
recover. however.
MoR104.8 Gee-Thornae Hume, of
Si -tne's Gap, ham been ectine in a po-
rn e- - inh8t for seeetel *Peke Hie
fifiiMilt hetet his Fetid-
I tiostint he *et Mies 18
• -Hite $11k4 1f$11 eft it ehtifild 81
No Ws. iplisilsooi mosso ool
L4 401 cififoff fur FfItsitif1040 iN lhN
t +13$ !OW; liQPii111111111.•
CAMS -The It. publicans of Trigs
:wrier, in convention at Cadiz, note*
:; G. Prentice Thomas for Repeal.
• ..ntive in place of Max M. HanberY,
w was recently nominated but d
• : to run. Thanes Is the prose
lici.r-te-t.tave from that county. 8. AM
Austin was nominated for Circuit Court
C ler Ire
Penecrroe.-The drouth at Princeton
is merlons, in that it has dried up almost
all the wells in the town and county.
The pupils at the public schools suffer
greatly, as the water supply is reducedmwhet little that runs into the well*
night. It is no uncommon thing for this
pupils In the primary grade to cry frorn
thirst, and many parents are keeping
their children at heme.
CLtliksVILLE -Three men have been
held up in Montgomery county the part
day or two by negroes. Van Bagget
was attacked near Fiedonia and his
money demanded by two darkeys
known as Sol Rat and Sem Wilson. Lie
was grabbed by the throat, but drew his
knife, cutting Rat's throat, arm side.
They fell out of the wagon, when Hag-
gett knocked both of the highwaymen
senseless with a wagon standard. Rat
iS pronounced fatally injured, while
Wilson had en eye knocked out.
Rev. Mr. Welsh was attacked by two
unknowns in District Fourteen. He cut
one of them. bet they escaped. George
Denny was attacked near Neptune, but
he beat off his assailants.
---
NEBO -The dry weather has been
forcing the farmers to cut a great deal
teethe tobacco the past week. On ac-
punt of the continual drouth both to-
twee/ and wen haee 'peen eel very short.
The Late corn will not make anything
but fodder, and the late tobacco has suf-
fered terribly, gardens are all about
burnt up, the turnip crop will almost be
a failure, and the fall plowing for wheat
hoe been stopped for sometime on me.
Want of the drouth
fiVeLLIIY Fuer) - kettle)! Nkw Kit t
As 1 haven't seen any letter* from this
'Iasi I will write oue.
Mee. S. D. Stevens has returned home
after a pleasant visit to relatives in the
Gracey neighborhood • • • • Mr. Willie
puke, spent Saturday night and San-
kt"' in Clarksville e s • e Mr. Jim Tay-
lor and Mies Mary Marrion spent Sete
day with the 'family of Mr. J. D.
e . s art. • * • • Mr. R. L. Taylor and
fe'elly spent Saturday night and
S . :.lay with friendain the Big Pond
ee ehborhood • • • • Miss Fannie
Bre 40, of Guthrie is the guest of Musses
Rebecca and Mary Marrion * • • • Miss
Rebecca Marion has returned home
after a protracted visit to relatives at
CI racey .
Punch and Judy.
Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair,
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
DIFt;
CREAM
BIKING
PO.,19HR
Pitt 
(i.
A  `
140 YEARS 1 HE S
Fred Ward Forsakes the Legitimate--Letters Mr Cif nooe accepts the Nomination for Wit Gast Gsts a Good Place - The Waltz Must
From Rev. Mills. State Senator. Go Right Arne
GABBLE ANO GOSSIP OF LO:let. INT( REST.
Owing to the slump in lthe tomato
crop throughout the countryt this season
it is predicted by a number{ of promi-
nent merchants and brokers khat within
the next three or four weekst the canned
tomato will advance twenty per cent in
price. There is only one-itait of the
crop that there was last yeor, and in a
result the big canneries throttghout New
Jersey, Maryland and DeleWare are re-
fusing to place this commodity on the
market.
Ponder With Profit.
Perhaps the thousands of Whool child.
run and studying Jest bow leaking up
the burden of their lives tuilht pond o r
with profit tide proverb of the Aro,
Which the thoughts awakened lov our
simnel revival of learnilet has called to
light "lie that knows note' says the
Arab, "knowing tint that he knows not,
is a fool : shun him.
-lie that knows not, Luowing that he
know. row, ill elfin& ; 04101111111
tit knows', not knowing that
Snows, la hemp; wake him
"ii. that knows and knows that he
knows is wise; fulluw him."
---
Seim. meals.
A great minty of the 11opkinsville
peepie who vials the Cientoulliel alien go
le we the eeletiralent Belie Menthe film
near Nashville, which mutinies* to 114i5
*err% r11(41 110110041 'wrap olinioend
hy *woo. wall tiiiir and a half feel
here, autinotitit• ii hy it wire femee• Ii
this eticlneure ram ourir are itept. 'the
rest of the farm la devotiiit to rsIsioN
thoroughbred horses, Shetlind ponlivm
and cattle and crepe to mat:Alain them.
There are lee brood mares, kept, I 8'
Shetland ponies; 200 gallons of milk
are churned daily which produces ito
pounds of better. Twenty-lux 'treble-
men, seven cattle-men and e0 farm
hands are employed.
Forsakes the Legitimate.
Frederick Warde, the old, Hopkins.
stile favorite, and W.M. Wilkison, have
made made arrangements whereby the'
latter will direct the actor's tours in the
future. MoWerde will torn long time
at least forsake the legitimate school.
For the coming season he will appear
in a new romantic play entitled "I.kan-
der " It was written by W. D. Eaton
and taken from' Menthe' well-known
story, "The Rise of Iskander," Mr.
Warde's tour will open the ruiddle of
September.
Fay Mill's position.
The Eev. 13.Fay Mills, the evangelist,
has a letter in the Congregationalist this
week announcing that he has mod,fied
his religious views. He says that his
present position is the result of a long,
conscious and unconscious ttansforma-
tion by which he had lost settle of hi.
theologictl opinions, bnt the1 he hike
ptelefeted all rit the toligiou lie had eior
totootaaptol IM dntHHe1 he eiletifte thet
hit sriefitl.keafil He Hite "gfefitigi-
1# tftetitfoil his theitfillit"
ifi 1114tiVIIMINittliha ,4441E het
14ft1 014 the ttiti whes41 thrtlith rr
II 0 etwette oreffivI4 Fe 05141 '184Neteee
and iRttnerel "
Mr. Mills says the be has not etimil ii
formally tele Unitarieu tionnininatton,
but "with its freedom of thought.
broad teeratice, and spiritual basis of
fellow.ship" he has b....en united for
some time. He believes in"purely
itual and practical ecclesiastical tests
and abominates all eortsof eeetarianisne
He adds that he has been leisured by
leaders in the Presbpterian and Congre-
gational churches that they hold practi-
cally the same opinion with him and
"that they hold it to be their duty to
stay where they are until the whole
Church is leavened or the huthorities
come to pitch them out."
Boyer camp Meeting.
The silver e-airp meeting which com-
menced atSpriegtield,Ohur Teesday and
lasts a week will be ODO of the most urn•
portant political gatherings eiver held in
this country. . t
liBatik, rs, editors' &nth° , 
businessmen and stew amen will disc es the sil-
ver question from their severel pointe
of view. That Hon. Pierre Humbert.
Jr., a Boston banker, and eon. Chas
Spahr of the editorial staff of the Out-
look of New York, N. Y., (Occupy the
same platform with ex•liovetuor Stone
of Missouri and Governor D. W. Jones.
of Arkansas shows the scope geograehi-
cally of the movement. Every (ease ot
our citzenship le rept-wilted. Rev
Sam Small and John A Lei., ex-presi-
dent of the National Tote/Hers' Pro-
tective association, speak on the gain.'
day, Representative colored men will
be heard. Women, too, Will take a
prominent part in the eiscueeions.
Leaden in the labor movemetat will add
their share to the nymposiunt.
The free silver camp meeting is na-
tional in its scope. It will bean incen-
tive to renewed efforts for securing an
honest dollar, a dollar that is just to
the creditor while not opernsing the
debtor.
Weil, Isn't It.
At the beldyville ramp meeting, tl
Chinese missionary, J. H. Bell, who has
been appointed to return to her native
txoentry to preach the gospel, dellvertel
MR address before iseveral handred peo‘
pl.; his subjeet was "Is ii not se toe
fur the AMMON,' woman ti bind her
waist as for the (Aimee+ wattle's to hind
her feet?" The address watt thinned to
with marked attention said ereateti
quite an impression upon who heard
it.
• +-
MIAMI'S A NEW 11114111G.
Candidates for ritilitafy Ofiles Will Be
Examined. !
Gov. Bradley has made a new ruling
in regard to the commission of State
Guard officials and will appoint a board
of examiners under Section eetsOof Ken
tucky Statutes, whose duty it is to ex•
amine such candidates for Military of-
fices and give the aforesaid a certificate.
The examination to take place niuety
days before such appointment.
ASYLUM PATIENT DIES.
Maj. Frank Hightower Succumb. to
Pneumonia
Maj. Frank Hightower Oiled at the
asylum Monday night of !pneumonia
aged sisty year..
The remains were taken Ito Auburn
Ky., Tresday morning fori interment.
He had been a patient at the institu-
tion for several ream.
W. U. Ben=t-
-
The Western Union Tel*raph office
was removed Monday nigh e from Hotel
Latham to the room on Iiiinth street
back of the First national beak.
SOME PUNGENT POLITICAL POINTERS
Hon. J Ii. Lunsford was nominated
by the Bepublicans iu their district
convention which met at Madisonville
Monday afternoon for State Senator
froni the Sixth district, composed of
Hopkins and Christian counties. Lans-
ford lives in ?dadisonvillee. Ile former-
ly- represented Hopkins county iii the
Learieluture, and was also ut one time
Senator from this
A number of the Hopkins eoutity del
gates were strongly opposed to the plan
to nominutt• ',enamel. They watited
to honor Joists Felanil, Jr of this ity,
with the notnitiation. lie Christian
eminty (Wootton, however, knock(
their hopes Iii the head, by vesting this
vounty '5 N Will were enough to
eontrul the convention, against
and for Lutieford. The supporters of
the former withdrew from the colleen
lief, eqd determined to hold a colleen.
flout tof their own mini mmilootte Velum!
When they eOfiterreil will, litiu over the
telephone, 111, 111111 1111111 11111i would
decline the noinlitattun istill advised
thine to sleek to Lonsforii,
OW TO,/
ersaehaw Aufrete.
It. LI Gresoliew, of Olinettaii
who hod kelt motorail by the Droop
profit. ',Swot Its'etittilto Mee sit !Kills u nun.
Ii. a for Miele Petieteer froth the I Ilipt in.
Christian distrint, aectepted the hemline
tion at a meeting of the committees
held in this city Monday, awl his
name will be placed on thee offieial ballot
as the Deniocrati nominee. Much en-
thusiasm was displayed and a strong
and, doubtless', surcesteful fight will fee
made to elect him.
Excellent Outlook.
Chairman Johnston, of the Demoera-
tic State committee, declared at the
Lenisville hotel Monday that the out-
look for the success of the Democratic
ticket is all that could be desired.
The Hind Man.
A telegram from Elkton to the Dis-
patch tells of the speaking there Mon-
day as follows: -The Courier-Jour•
nal's "hind man" spoke here this morn-
ing to the largest audience, perhaps,
that has confronted him in his cam-
paign. A large court-day crowd was
here to hear Congressman John S. Rhea
who asked and wax refused a division of
time by the boltocrat. The crowd list-
ened to Hindruan's bad grammar, stale
jokes and abuse of Bryan only as means
of killing time until Rhea could have
the court room.
"it nee& no telling to those Who km*
Fitioti that he lett no teatige tit the NW
Ofi-Ilethitill. The
"Stiee•HIHE; 14111 litd itetif 8H tif IOWA
virwpf: het: felitett his Wit 110 tio
00 mitt 04011! NCI:"
eltft4ellt:
The news remelt (rem Plithicalt that
Mr. L. K Taylor will not muster; the
nomination of Mr Briseleihaw for C. ni•
mouwealtlei Attorney. He se d as lunch
to a repurter in an interview. This set
ate what pi-milked to be the one con•
test of the primary.
-4.1111114 • UMW.-
Very Bad.
Mr. Josh Vaughan base just returned
from Christian (-entity, arid observed
that coaditions are as bad am reported
from that section. He says the late to-
bacco is not large enough to top, ane b-
ee poor as he ever saw between Hop-
ktneville, Princeton and I)aason.-'lhe
Weed.
Heekinevelle.
The Louisville Dispatch says: "Hop-
kinsv ille was named after ;en. Samuel
Hopkins, a brave Oboer in the revolu-
tionary war. It is thought In, cetous
shortly to he taken will show a imputa-
tion of at least Tobacco
grain , fire the chief staples of court
coerce."
Cold Versus Life.
Men are at present riskiest thsir lives
for gold. There is a stampede of eager
willing martyrs to the inhospitable
eountry of the kloudike. Many will
perish from cold and huneer. Not one
quarter of the people who go tle re will
ever return. Not one-half of those who
do re turn will return air: richer tliaii
they went. They will not only en-
danger their health, but their lives, for
the sake of gold. And yet everybody
says that health is more precious than
gold. The thing which restores health
is, therefore, more precious than gold
Pc-rneut restores health, cures all forms
of weakness, all forms and stages of
catarrh, builds up brokendown coestitu-
teem, brings new life back to all those
who have becoine prematurely old. The
latest and beet book ever written on the
subject of fetnele detective will lie sent
free, to women only, for a stein time.
Addree. The Pee-tutu e Dreg Mittiufaet•
tiring Un , Uniondale, Ohio.
MAKE YAVORABLII IKOWilata
MEM
Louisville and Nashville *Ail road
Earnings Conaideratee laoreaseel.
Louisville and Nashville Reeroad
ectrninca ()centilitre to make a favorable
showing. lion the first week in Sep-
tember the total gross earnings were
$420,440, an increase of $26,060, compar-
ed with 14911. The freight earnings in-
creased ettletio0 and the passenger earn
was $8,e00.
Striped Goods
difficuit to wash. The least
variation of the color Is sure to
show. This 111 h,11 one of the 1.11104
to which
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
can he pet with the ,.•,ndenese that
it win fiP.e the beat results and do
no damage. Sold everywhere.
Made only by
The N. IL Fairbank Company,
se. Leeds.
SOLDERS PRErARING TO TAKE A PR ZE.
One of the jolliest soviet evente of the
year was R hay ride given Tio . night in
honor of MI.$/$ Sallie Stier, of boniest:inn,
the pretty amid at o active guest of Miss
lieeftie Russell. Two wagons contain( et
the merry young people, who talked and
laughed and 1,1111g tumid La, I a thoroughly
good time during the entire evening.
The earty passed thiough the principal
streets of the' city and then drove out
emne diatatice on the Rnseellville roue.
They retuned to town about ten o'clock
At the hospitable resident( le of Mr and
Mrs J. D. Russell, on South Mein
partite, ti dellelous supper sem moved, It
was it late hour *lien thee crowd filially
illseanded,
The eltuperettes on the ride were Mr. amid
Mrs. Tom lenie. A tlieliet thiala ill at
tellIINnee were:
N Isom-
eallie Mt hr Beside Russell,
Blirleveport, ble ; Neely Pulk,
!eagle Galt her, N as liv ill.'
M ary Wither*, Tony Ware,
Iteedsville, N. C. ; Pat Flack,
Willie Beet, Boulware,
Belle Moore, Sterlitig,
liteligie Fleck, Palle Skew,
Daisy Woud, Mary Walker,
M anise Walker, Mery l(erntion,
!dime Merour, Ilmilu Long,
M001111141..•••
A I', Coelho's, printnil Thltrage,
Willem, )(ally, Uny Pfisrlihg,
Aloe Ilitalware, Jan
Will Ounitnitige, 11. ld Woodard,
!Inlay Tandy, K. P. Russell,
Rob!, Mebehiel, Millard Petrel
J leek Tet ry, Frank iftwkist.r,
Hold. Johnson, Puck Anderson,
Cooper, Jack Itlocre,
Jim Cook, Dixon Kitchen,
Alf. Eckles.
MARRIED WEDNESDAY MORNING
A pretty wedding was quietly tolene
Mod Wed. morning at the residence of
Dr. Henry C. Settle, pastor of the
Methodist church, on North Campbell
street. Tne contracting pommel were
Mr. T. E. Young, a well-to do Christian
county farmer, and Miss Ida Carmen.
a pretty young lady whose parents live
a few miles North of the city on the
Greenville road. The couple, &room.
periled by a few friends, went to the
parsonage at 9:30 o'clock, where, by ap-
pointment, Dr. Settle was awaiting
them. After the wedding service,
which was impressive and appropriate,
Mr. and Mrs. Youngs immediately left
for their future home.
GE TS A GOOD POSITION,
Mr. Milton Gant, Jr., one of the
In ighteet and most energetic young men
in the city is receiving coneratmations
from his many friends on his good
fortune in being appointed local agent
of the American Kerrey' Company
Ithieh Will begin booteess bete this
*Mit. Me. tient ites alerted tot the
edailitill 1104 ineitie Odd di:IOW-dial.
the Woe II N 16141Itife ehti feeleHi1011
Hee, Me 5400 II filitfeFilf
flIl it
W4frfii 411-iff 141,
The 4tnerie414 Society elf preimeurs
of domino has derided OW the welts
must go. It Maims that Ills both vul.
gar III:II a promoter of IP repiration, ad•
In rude "dances" held in "halls"
here the "gent" may remove his mei
if he pleases or talk to U friend over Le.
-lady's" shoulder while swishing her
-kern around the pillars and posts.
waltzing may be continued, but no
beelecondacted ball rootu will ever be
waltzed in again.
WILL WIN THE PRIZE,
The Latharu Light Guards are not al-
lowing the weather to binder them from
practicing regularly for the competitit
military drill which will take place on.
the first day of the Henderson (maitre
fair. It is a twenty te one shot that the
oeys capture the ITIZe. "1:1w
of Heuderson, Oweioboro,Hardford aim
Madisonville are also working hare, and
there will le. an eelobition of military
ntaneuvere at the fair that will pampas,-
any couteet , I the kind ever held before
in this part of Kentucky.
-.iv. •
DEATH OF A GOOD CITIZEN.
Mr. John Dineen Del W 4 ieaday
Morning at Three O'ciccit,
Mr. John Dineeu, a well-known and
highly esteemed Irish citizen, died at
three o'clock Wednesday morning.
The end wax not nee xixoted. For
several months the deceased had been
finite tick and within the last few
days his condition had been such as to
preclude hopes for recovery.
Mr. Dineen had been a great sufferer
from asthma a uuiober of years and
about a month ago he became afflicted
with a dropsical swelling of his body
and limbo Sine, that time he had been
able to gait. ocemionel temporary relief
but it r ',parent t ) his famile and
relatives thief lie was gradually sinking.
He was born flfty.stx years ago lo
County Cork, ltelatid, end eaten to the
I 'tilled Mulls+ wisest Ito was twenty:
brow year* Old, He wee a reeleient of
ilopkinevilin thirty•two years and wan
was a good and useful eitifin, whose
death causes f.ietier41 regret.
Me. Dine el was foreman of Forbes itt
Bro.'s black-smith shops and was one of
tha most scientific horse-shoers in the
South. He was an honest, up-right,
herteworkieg man. aim etTectionate hus-
band and tether and a faithful friend.
Fuueral Ft rvices over the remains of
the late John Diemen were held at the
Catholic church yesterday, a large
crowd of the relatives and friends being
present. Father l'ike officiated.
_
Don't bolt your food, it irritates your
stomach. Chose [digestible food and
chew it. Indigestion is a daugerious
sickness. Proper care prevents it. Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial cures it. That is
the long and short of indigestion: Now,
the question is: Have you got indiges-
tion? Yes, if you have pain or diem-
fort after eating, headache, dieeiness,
pane*, offensive breath, heartburn,
langono weakness, fever jaundice, dat-
ulence' loss of appetite, irritability, con-
stipation, ete. Yes, you have indiges-
tion. To cure it, take Shaker Digestive
Cordial. The medical herbs and plants
of which Shaker Digestive Cordial is
composed, help to digest the food in
your stomach help to strengthen When
your stomach is strong care will keep it
so. Shaker Digestive Conlial is for sale
by druggists, price tea cents to $1.00 per
bottle,
arialk.ESILICOTLI.416.
aware
4Zac lo 64 NIAGARA sT.
141-'r--•'-U;se Aig•L' ERIE MEDICAL CO., BUPPALO, N. Y.
Matters et Great Interest to all Tithes of the
.
Soil.
'Ina LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The fo:lowing report is furnished ex-
clusively oe the NEW ERA by Glover &
Darrett , Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Salem on our market for the week just
closed ae mint to 3,231 hhds., with re-
c•-ipts for the same period 1,838 hhcip.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 122,943 libels. Salts of the
crop of !Wei on our market to this date
amount us 106,176 Melo
Our 11' mrktt for dark tobacco this
week has teeen mort• active and prices
are gradnally improving for every thing
latent' th • commonest trash. The hot
dry west it+r is elainagieg the growing
crop and if,presetit weather conditions
eoutitinv much longer, we expect to see
a still Welter ulark:•t.
The following quotetiona fairly rep.
remelt nor market for dark tobaero,
IMMO crop ;
Trash . ..... .
Common to medium In
Dark rich lugs, se' quality
Ms'ciiutti to good leaf 
1.0mif of extre length 
Wrappery styles, 
el 00 to I ft,/
I 75 to 75
1.100 to h 00
I, 60 to 1100
00 to 7 1'M
11 1)0 to 10.00
1.1V11 leitick MARKET.
61E61'111e, Ky., Sept. IS, lent - Cat.
fresh urns a1 f cattle were
very Ilelit today, hut an wee the ease
lest Tueptlity, the supply of tchrrirti•over
.iutt out )1110 was fur in !vise of the die
mend. Market very dull and (froggy,
showing Ho life or ant ivity. Nut musty
lioyere:on the market. Prior* alien
oleo were inado were about the same
its Yeetfrilat Al ilia tdoev nothitig title
us Overseer wow mode Polly emmummeli
mom me Neil itiedititii guide emillle iii
pens to siiimply the demand ft that clan
the renitioelm rut the WI 014.
weenie
Light shieetem  141trldg 14 J7,61
Hort but. 4 issue 4 ta
trio to it 4.4041 tin te , •
tietuetililloatews ...... (1444,1;.:''
to hotelier' y vies it le
rough steers, pour WAYS
anti '111410(11 ,  We a 00
l'olnInolt to Madinah 0111.111.... 1141116) 851110
tlOod to t tire okoft 
sVrria•kPerras 
trlairt'o" il;:alieciiiiiel717ah cows.. . "15 5460(litiOr
Hop. -The receipts of hoes tO•daY
were ligiut. but fully equal to the de-
mand Market very slow on beet grades
and dub on all other kinda. Best select-
ed heavy and medium hogs sold at $4 25.
Lights continue dull at quotations.
Great litany thin grassy hogs on sale.
No market for that kind. Would advise
holding them back and feeding them
until they are fat. Peers were cleared
of good . hogs.
Choice pro:king and butt:nem tt
m 
'A
$
4 .2.5,14
Fair to good packing. IMO 10 5)0 te 4 Oa
Uood to r xtra light,lee to ISOM s 214
Fat shoats. tt to 11111 .. Unfit 21)
lest shout,, tun to lei lb 
Rough., 1611 to RAU IS . 48154681:1;
LURu 1115  
 11511011 at
Sheey and Lambe.-The receipts of
sheep al ui lambs were light and the
quality only felt The market ruled
steady, stock ewes selling from $.3 2efe
3 60. Anything prime would have
brought $3 75. Lamb merket steady at
yesterdoy's quotations. I'at sheep
about steady. Pens well Cleated.
tiettetticisiVIIM istilitiAtia heee to,
A
IC flee Yee fief4[:: i 1 t1 MINIM • I I
Ittr 44i
,
11
,441111010 011,4.It.
411.111/1.•••
seaai tom Is rxeitiele.
Tee se outlier is simply fearful and on.
proceeleitted on the temit000 writes 13ro.
ker Bottles of tins city. (Me good plan.
ter says his crop hits gone back e0 per
cent. ill last ten days, burning and
drawing up on ahills. Dealers re busy
riding, mind etTeriug 10 to 15 cents round
for good crops standing in fields, subject
to housing amid curing for delivery.
Cutting is in rapid progress to rave the
stuff from burning up on the bill. Pros
pects poorest for yews.
TrItACCO EXPORTS.
Oft)e 3i-1.93i:eel pound, of leaf ex
ported from the eTnited Setetes during
Ube thx.it yen that eneed Jane 13(5, 1507,
Great 1 ritain teok le/4111,295 pounds, e
little libOae t••11 1111 :1011 11101111(111 more
than the pee sious twelve months. Ger
many to dr ti, eite.957 °ecd n e, also uin
coeisse of more thee ten milliou 
pound'sThe Frt nch Itsecie's purchuses were e3.-
702,e81 pounde, (IN tease of more tome
ten million pound-. Other European
countries beught 106O96,49S pounds,
three million pounds better. British
Amriece drew on us for 11,115,90i.
;reroute, fifty per ceut. increase.-The
Weed.
THIS SECTION.
This week's weather report for this
section of Kentucky follows:
"All crops in this ettetion of Kentucky
are short as to quantity and inferior
finality. Drouth, which two months
ago began in Warren county, gradually
extended, until now it effects the entire
Western half of the State. In some 
toplaces bnceo is being cut and laid
away in fair eonnotort, but most grow-
ers are compelled to cut it because it is
yellowing so rapidly. The atmoophere
haw become so dry that the plants no
longer receive uoierishment from the
heavy dews which formerly averred
very frequently. The prospects con-
tinue to dimish, and final results sell,
show not elefeifiiiig ene-third tee usual
y tette
-- 
-reale •..411m.-
Clever Huller gurnini.
NZ= IMMENn.
A new clover-huller Wilmslow/ to
Mew*, T, E Commie emiii Clint Vowel.
of Suet!' Christine, wee( destroyed II)
lire yeliterchiy. It w bttillit operate-11 Ore
the Gregsby farm lit Trigg county and
caught fire from a spark dropped be the
engine. The hull.r was valued at
SOO.
All GJne.
Agricultural Cuminiesioner Moore
wante it known that all of the 11,000
bushels of wheat has been assigned and
billed out, and that he his not &nether
grain to epare to any one.
Medical society.
The. Chrietian County Medical Socie-
ty will meet at 10 o'clock a. m., on the
20th mat., in Dr. Frank Stites' office.
Full attendance is desired.
Account of emancipation celebration,
the Illinois Central R. R., will sell tick-
ets to leendersou and return on Sept.
2end at one fare for round trip. Return
limit Sept. 23rd.
E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt.
i1 2 2)
WEAKNESS OF MEN
Quickly, Thoroughly, Forever Cured
by • new porfortedseientlfi•
sn•thod th•l, Cannot fail
uniese the we is beyondhuman aid. You feel im-
proved th• that day. feel •
benefit every day, soon know
yourself • kin, among meain body, mind and h•art.
Drains and looses ended
a•ery obetecle to 1•Ippy
married if. removed. Nereil
force, will. energy, whit
failing or lost, are restored by this treatment. All
weak portione of the body •nlarmid and •trangth-
•ned. Write for nor book, with explanation. •nd
proofs. Bonk wailed, fres. Over 2,000 referencia
An Attorney of Much Ability and a Widely
!frown Young Man.
LEAVES A WIFE AND 1*0 CH LOREN
After an illness of several weeks du-
ration, Mr. D. Lee Johnson succumbed
to death Wednesday afternoon about
I half pest three o'clock.
I When it became known that the popu-
lar young attorney had departed this
life, regret was universal and expres-
sions of genuine sorrow were heard on
all sides He se-as one of the most
widely•known men in the city mud his
friends were legion. Hie death leaves
a vacancy in legal, political and social
circles that will nut moon be filled.
The deceased Was shoat thirty years
old, and was a son of Mr, William
Jolufron, a wealthy ciliates of Hopkins.
villa, lie wax born in this county, jest
North of the city end his entire life was
spent here. lie revolved a good odu•
cation 111111 graduated with honors from
South Kentucky College, lie studied
law, and was adniitted to the bar short-
ly lifter his twenty•first birthday, lie
Was married aisveral years nen to Miss
Wm+ libels. Two childreti were the result
of 11110 union.
Typhoid fever enured the death.
Yulteral peewee were held Thuramiay
ai half past thrmi s'eloek at the
of Mr Wilhelm Joh1104111 ISIS
North Main Wert. The is isiarsus Will
be fettled in Hopewell teitneterY ii Inlet
the auspice, of thi• Woodmen of the
the World,
At ten o'clock Thursday,' a innet•
big of the lawyers was heel. The of.
ficial report of the action taken follows:
"At a meeting of the liar of the city
of llopkinsville held in the County
Court room on Thursday Sept. Ifi, lee;
for the purpose of adopting suitable
resolutions concerning the death of D
L Joheeon, Esq , who departed this life
in this city on Sept. 15th le97. Hon.
Hunter Wood was elected Chairman
and Jnn. D. Hill, Secretary."
The Chairman appointed the follow-
ing gentlemen, and members of the Bar
to-wit. Jno. p. Hill, \V. S. Hale, and
Frank Reveal, to present resolutions
touching the character of our esteemed
friend and brother, and the committee
after deliberation presented the follow-
ing resolutions:
"Whereas, God in his infinitt wisdom
hath seen proper to remove by death
which occurred in this city on Wednes-
day, Sept. 15th at 8:30 p. tn., our
beloved brother and associate D. L
Johnson, Esq , an honored member of
this Bar, aid
Whereas, we feel that in the death of
our friend, that the city has lost a sub-
stantial citizete the Bar an honorable
member and his family a devoted hus-
band and Whet.
"Theteftmee lib it lleatiittell Thmli Ws
Is his site mit Whims, his
shill hir !Milt Hilt Hoy
is quo flit* 118Sf 14 eltieffi
CHIS self RIC
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"The foregoing reeolations were un•
atimmously adopted, and the newspapers
of the city are requested to print the
proceedings of this meeting, arid the sec-
retary is ditected to furnish to the wife
and father of our deceased friend copies
of the proceedings of this meeting and
it is ordered that they be spread upon the
records of the Circuit Court at the
next meeting.
"HUNTER WOoD,('hairman.
"Jeo. D. HILL, Seer"
Royal setts the food pure,
holefonie and dellclosui.
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PERSONAL POINTS.
Just a Moment
With the People.
Mr. W. L. Terrill, of 'Howell, was
here Tuesday.
Mrs Edna Crow', of Longview, was in
town shopping Tnesday.
Mr. 11. H. Poore, of Pembroke, was in
the city Tuesday morning,
Mrs Joe N. Fowright and children
have gone on a visit to Pembroke.
Mrs. John Clardy arid Miss ()lady.
Massey, of (hooey, spout Tuesday with
Mrs. J. D. Ware,
Dr, S. H, Willett:et, of Crofton, was in
the city Wednesday,
Mr. Olpp Watkins, of Uracey, was
here Wed:friday.
Mr. lietiry Frankel has returned from
New York.
Miss Beulah Harnett has gone to
Naahville to tent( r Belmont College.
Min Jennie Berry, of Uniontown, is
guest of Mrs. U. 11. Auderson, on
Clay street.
The family of Mr. W. II. Kenteely is
visiting relatives 111110111111111S1110-May•
field irror.
Mr., Henry Frankel and
who leave ban visiting in Clarksville,
returned ntrIne
Mrs Mertili Wright, of Mrytlehli
riVell iii the city Wed In visit her
sister, Mrs, Willietti Iitineoek.
-.nee • 460.4-
FIRST 0011 COW.
Mr. E Petri, illargow, Ky , writes
"My (laughter eontracted chill in le77
No prescription ever gave more than
temporary relief, no tonic kept them off.
To bottles of Hughes Tonic cured her
oompletely. She hal no chill aft i r tsk•
ing the first dose." Sold by Druggists-
50c and el 00 bottles.
"Only nervous" is a sure indication
that the blood is not pure. Hood's Sat
aquaria& purifies the blood and our,
nervousness.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
FOR SALE.
Three houses and lots, situated on
Seventeenth street, Ilopkinsville, Ky.,
one a two-story house and other two
cottages. Good neighborhood. Prices
and terms reasonable,
d&w tf HUNTER WOOD it BON.
Fine eligible building
lots for sale on 19th street.
One lot corner Virginia
street and 21st street, and
one lot on 21st street. Ap-
ply to
Dr. J. A. GUNN,
Notiv to Ctodltotof
ulqiilltielfAififill 1.1 HIti
RF Rife RR Re 0 iee 1-1F
ittif at I. /4. 4111ii Rdefintli ttt itITMR"
3011r 1:41elet 71°41*IPO 117:141 tid i;e5:::ititoci
1"134144. I, Ibis7.JOHN M.. DUI.. ,
Assignee of David limuland.
ALL PERSONS
Holding claims against Wiefree Bros.
& Co . of Hopkineville, Ky., are hereby
notified to file same with me in my of.
floe in Hopkinsville, Ky., properly
proven, on or before the first (lay of
October. 1S97. This the 15th day of
Sept, 1S117. WiLetem T. FowLee,
Master Comm iseioner.
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Umbrella Salo!
A Great
Purchase of
300 Umbrellas
Salesmen's
..`Aamples.
-GO ON .AL[-
MondaymiornSinge, pt. 20
:EVERY 171AGINABLE STYLE IN
COTTON, GLORIA AND FINE SILK
FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN
GO AT THE BARGAIN FIGURES CHAR-
ACTERISTIC OF THIS STORE.
-Also a Splendid Lot of
SAMPLE HOSIERY
Ma's and Ladles'
At Lege Than
Import Prices.,
Make Cdreful Note of the Time
and Be on Hand.
assett
and Company
BEGAN BUSINESS YESTERDAY,
American Eeprets Company Opens in the
John Moayon Stand
The American Express Company be-
gan busineee in Hopkinsvier wedneo
nday in the !betiding o street
formerle oure-viedbyJot • NI •• The
%PH, Mr ,,,t wilt Me,hiller • ,'rtOetl his
Ii it+.1114: HP
*s. erlitite,e
Keel • 4 1 NH' " '01 filik0
She Aiiilifiette VPIliee!
rig ; uf 10,
Closi'aeppoliitweet.
"Mr. Milt4ni D. Gant, formerly of
this city, hal been appointed agent of
the American Express company at Hop-
trineville. There were several appli-
cants for the place. and Mr. Gant had
not thoughtlabout it when Mr. Gore
Burch, the agent here, telegraphed him
to apply for!it. He did so amid the win.
pony at once sent him a pass to St.
Louis to meet Mr. F. D. Adams, the
superintendent. As sore he got there
he rolled onithat gent and yes-
terday he was given the place. This is
the second Owensboro boy wee has land-
ed a good job with the American in the
last few days, the other being Mr. John
T. Hathaway, who was appointed agent
at Henderson."
ANNIZ /LIMPS HER BOND
lif.cc!ted That !he Duskr Damsel Fled
clerk 5? 115
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...t. t.• c•..syto the ljtatikst
ot.t. *44140404 tnitit
, that 1,.1 poem hitt
eed id 0 avieg Ler surety for 1100
it, the
 lur t. It was thought she could
be found 1: trek city Last night offices
hunted for her, but she could not be
found, and she had not been located up
to just before noon today
Account of Tri, State Feu hi IllinoIs
Central railroad will pell tickets to
Evansville and return on Sept. 20th to
24th innlusively at one fare for round
trip. Return limit Sept 2.%th
E M SHER WOOD, Agt
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Will be on sale to the people. TIME IS LIMITED, PRICES WILL BE MADE AC-
CORDINGLY.
The high-grade class of goods carried by this firm, stands head and should-
ers above anything this town has ever known, and now that you can buy them at
50c ON THE DOLLAR, WHOLESALE
It Is An Opportunity
Of A Life=Time.
JIIK Ma2:, ticato Botivare.
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WHAT IS YOUR Li 'E? t a/. at 
a
le b §Ctot st tt• to y
k1111.-.1.11 ll Om kucou tires nett
rEV, DR. TALMAGE DISCU8SFS! THIS ghoug for 0,„0. u,,.,,idps if that „Is
MOMENTOUS QUESTION, to etelquer. lewd Imogene me yet u.a „ home Leld-; I s te ie til• le Moo re the
lam in mealy t exalt. d • welt k r iii k ha a ha, ht nt I I a, tith 
tati,a at.
The SABA of Life 11106 Is hot Worth Lir. emit ty.
log suit t he ILlatt That Opens Into Ilse- N1.1thi r is 
intelligetwee tit et see
Yen flutt in that tenlei nit it %to at
tot e the straggle For ealtb, l'OsIttou
uot knew an admit) twin on
sad thipplooto. if they net t it a hunehtil tine a in a el:
W•PULNUT0141. Feet. 12.-In this eel tald w ho (veld tat ante a letter ef
men Rev. Dr. Talniase discusses a sub- ctieteute et remits oieheut the said t
ject vital to all, and ueter more timely tem-item. They Ley Ile ir Inn:tits
It esti 11,1It el l ill at It tit ?I ell sling
• the oey.
d Put t ee eley I te re t tai t fit litanies
e firm the tilteet ter tieet foe tasted
• ciao eut Oar, "th um, mule r (Mem r-
&e- tetly ill." nut Lik te Ile) cm, Le leanly
a to a tett tie y nee is, ni..oihi r Lila e non,
nyiuto "C. L I the t is deed." The
than now, when the struggle for power, the tetuute meld, culy sextetta. to te e 
h,,i thrs cuter tit the chi faun.
positicn, wealth and happiness is So tLe I iminig Hu. •slau. ahem igeh
rtehe t.huh: tn tio 11.0 intte of 1,1, t.
merlin-. The text is James i , 14. , is etiovely LeI121LL, mukirg Leg.
"What is your life?" ; ertin ziir 11111( at easteruteLle. And )
If we leave to the evolutioniists to I the Omen I relent (yen tefere the
el., where we came from and to the ; Cred metals acd ititelheeme are Let
Ana to prophesy where we are met stiety, Lot wealth or a *Lew lel
se we still have left for oonstd-
crewel the important fact that we are
here. There may be some doubt about
where the river rises and some doubt
about where the river emptiest, but
there can be no doubt about the feet that
'we are sailing on it So I am act sur-
mised that everybody nekl the guts-
nen, "Is life worth 'teem?"
la Law Worth Leine
SO1003011. ill his unhappy moments,
.as it is not. "Vanity," "vexatien of
spirit," "no good." are his estimate.
'The fact is that Solomon was at one
time a polygamist and that poured his
etispositme. One wife makes a man
'hippy; more than one makes him
wretched. But Solomon wets converted
from polygamy to mcoottaray, and the
lest words be ever wrote, as far as we
e:ill read them, were the words "moon-
tons of spices." But Jeremiah says life
is worth living. In a book 'opposed to
be doled& and lugubrious and sepulchral
aud entitled "Lameutatious," he plain-
Is'intimates that the blessiug of merely
living is so great and grand a bless.
rug that though a man have piled on
him all misfortunes and disasters be
has no right to complain. The ancient
prophet cries out in startling intonation
to all lands &JUL to all centuries,
"Wherefore doth a living man coni•
plain?"
A diveasity of opinion in our time as
'well as in olden time. Here is a young
mail of light hair and blue eyes and
sound digestion mid generous salary
semi happily afflaneed and on the way
to beC0f110 a partner In a commercial
firm of which he Is an inaportaht clerk,
Agit him whether life I. worth hying,
Ile will laugh is your face atid say,
" Yea yes, yew!" Nem IS a nein who
ham roma to the Netts*. Ile Is at the
tiptop of the hill• f life. Seely step
has beets a stumble and brume, The
people he Omitted have turned Out do-
wners, and the money he has honestly
made he has been cheated out of. His
nerves are out of tuns. He has peer ap-
petite, and the food be does eat does
not assimilate. Forty miles climbing
up the hill of life have been to him Itke
climbing the Matterhorn, and there are
60 miles yet to go down, and descent is
always more dangerous than ascent.
Ask him whether life is worth living,
cud he will drewl out in shivering cud
lugubrious. and appalling uegative,
"No, no, no!"
Bow gre we to decide them matter
righteously and intelltheetly? You will
find the same man vacinuting,
ins in his opinion from dejecticu to ex-
uberance, and if be he very ruercurial
in hip temperament it will depend very
mach on which way tbe wind blows.
If the wind blow from the northwest
and you ask him, he will sag, "Yes,"
lard if it blow from the northeast and
you ask him be will say, "No." flow
are we. then, to get the question nght-
yeasty answered? Suppose we call all
.nations together in a great convention
on eastern or western hemisphere, and
let all those who are in the affirmative
say, "Aye," and all those who are in
the negative say, "No." While there
would be hundreds of thousands who
would answer in the affirmative, there
would be more millions who would an-
swer in the negative, and because of
the greater number at ho have sorrow
and misfortune and trouble the uoes
would have it. The answer I shall give
will be different from either, and yet it
willenteameod itself to all who hear mo
thin day as the right answer. If you
net ase. "Is life worth living?" I an-
ent/. "It all depends upon the kind cf
Life you live."
Moos> Getting.
In the first place, I reruark that a life
of mere money getting is always a fail-
ure, because you will never get as ranch
as you want. The poorest people in this
country are the millinuaires. 'Ihere is
nct a scissors grinder on the streets of
New York cr Brcoklyn who is pitanx-
ious to make money as there teen who
hare piled up fortunes year after year
In storehouses, in government eecuri-
ties, in tenement houses, in whole city
blocks. You ought to see them jump
/when they hear the fire bell ring. You
ought to we them in their excitement
when a bank explodes_ You ought to
ewe their agitation when there is pro-
posed a reformation in the tariff. Their
nerves tremble like harp strings, but DO
music in the vibration. They read the
reports frnsu Wall street in the morniter
with a concernment that threatens par-
alysis or apoplexy, or more probably
they have • telegiaph or a telephone in
their own house, so they catch every
breath of change in the money market.
The thsease of accumulation has eaten
into them-eaten into their heart, into
their lungs, intolbeir spleen, into their
liver, into their bones.
Chemists have sometimes analyzed
the human body, and they say it is so
much magnesia, so much to much
ehlorate of potassium. If some Chris-
Liao chemist would analyze one of these
financial behemoths, be would find be
H made up of copper and gold and sil-
ver and aim. anti lead and coal and iron.
That is not a life worth living There
are too many earthquakes in it, too
many agonies in it, too many perdition*
in it. They build their castles, and
they opeu their picture galleries, and
they summon prima donnas, cud they
offer every inducement for happiness to
mune and live there, but happiness will
not come. They send footmanned and
pc.stilioned equipage to bring her. She
will not ride to their door. They weld
princely moon. She will net take their
arm. They make their gateways tri-
umphal arches. She will not ride under
them. They set a golden tbrene be fr re
golden plate. She tutus away from
the banquet. hey call to her trent up-
bolstered baleetty. She will net home
Mark you, this is the failure of those
who have had large accomulatiou.
And then you must take into rotund-
oration that the rut majority of those
who make the dominata idea of life
tocney getting fall far short of affluence.
It is estimated that only utout two out
of a he:mired buninessi teen have anything
worthy the name of raceme. A man
who permits his life with the one dom-
inant idea cf financial accumulation
spends a his sot worth living.
Worldly Ay proiral.
So the id( a at worldly approval. If
that be dominant in a man's life, he iv
miserable. Every four years the two
mon unfortunate men in this country
are the two men nomicated for the
presidency. The reservoirs of ahem tend
Cbs 1st mought ot 1 te 131441, 3.1. 414
"The mum to try toter laid homer. ie
4. The other deem t, hes a htlylit I t tru
e ef ler own, s 1.4 it the nttentemi.--the
tenet-en lititit•g I. tn ti tot 4 to
stealth is maitestly indiepowalle. It
elms ect reeke ;try differeece Low y u
got your oecIth, if yeti only get tt.
lbe List way for you to get into social
ecsitien is ft r you to buy u large emoted
en credit, then put your propity in
your wife's nun e, have a few intuited
enditers, and thee make uusi ersigunimit.
Then dieatpear from, the centniunity
until the Lite ze is over aid come balck
mid elert in the same Customs. Do ylou
not ne hew beautifully tbet will put
out all the pecple who are in cerupetti-
hot with you and trying to make peu
honest living? How quickly it will 'eft
you into high social emaition? Whati is
the use of toiling 40 or 50 years wlien
you can Ly two or three bright studies
make a great tenure? Ah, my friends,
when you really lose your money how
quickly they will let you drop, and lite
higher you get the harder you will drip.
Them are thousands today in that
realm who are atlIIVIDI to keep in it.
Them are thousands in that realm ho
are nervous for fear they will fall Out
of it, and there are changes goiughin
every year, and every month, and every
hour which involve heartbreaks that
are never reported. High mein] life is
constantly in a flutter about the delicate
question as to whom they shall let in
and whom they shall. push out, and the
battle is going on-pier mirror against
pier mirror, chandelier amainst'chande-
her, wine cellar against wine cellar,
wardrobe against 'wardrobe, equipage
against equipage. Uncertainty and In-
security domthant in that mini, wren h•
eiltirsa enthroned, torture at a premium
and a life net worth 'Mug!
All Dyad Ifallartfa
A life tat slit, a life of pride, a lit. of
Indulnetter, a llfe tif ritlellititme, a life
derided to the world, Ihr flesh end the
devil, ia is failure, a dritti failure, an
huite failure, I Cale Hot how Mahn
press-ate you laud to that mettle or 40
many garlands you stud to that mate,
you toed fo put right under the minis
on the towhee:le this Inscription: "Bet-
ter for that wan if he had never been
born."
But I shall show you is life that is
worth living. A young man says:
am here. I am not respomible for Soy
ancestry. Others decided tbut. I ens
not responsible for my terneeramelit.
God gave we that. But here I am in
the wteuing Of the uinetemith century,
tit TO years ofage. I am here, said I
mast take an account of Meek. Here I
have a body, 'which is a tlivincly cdn
"eructed engine. I must put it to the
very best uses, and I must allow noth-
ing to damage this rarest of machinery.
Two feet. and they mean locoruotien.
two eyes, and tbtl 111Call CM:dilly! 10
pick out my own way. Two CRIS, and
they are telephones of communication
with all the outside world, alai they
ratan capacity to catch sweetest emetic
and the voices of friendship-the very
beet music. A tongue, with einem. en-
fine,: of articulation. 'Yee, hands with
which to welcome. ur i sist or lift or
smite or wave or bless--hands to help
myself and help °them.
Here is a world which afttr 6,900
years of battling with tempest and heel-
dent is still grander than any architect,
hurnin . or angelic, could have draftrd.
I have two lamps to light me-a golden
lamp and a silver lamp-a golden lamp
set on the sapphire mantel of the dey,
a silver lamp set on the jet mantel of
the night. Yea, I have that at 20; of
age which defies -all inventor" of v•In-
ablesl-a soul with capacity to chootet or
reject, to rejoice or to suffer, to levd or
to bate. Plato says it is immortal. el •
eca says it is immortal. Conftn! . 1 . .
it is imrucrtal. AO old bock at.- Pa
family relics, a book with Icieleern
cover almost warn cut and alutost
obliterated by oft perusal, joiLs the oth-
er Locks in raying I am irumortalS I
have 80 years for a lifetime, 60 yams
yet to bye. I may act live an hour, but
then I most lay cut my plans intelli-
gently and for a long life. Sixty years
seeded to the 20 I have already lived-
that will trim; me to be. I tutistire-
member that thew e0 years are oulit a
brief preface to the five hundred thou-
sand minim.; of quintillions of pears
which will be ray chief residence sad
existence. Now, I understand my ripper-
tunnies tend my responsibilities. If there
is any being in the universe all vise
and all beneficent who can help a time
in such a juncture, I want him.
The old beck found among the flintily
relics tells me there is a (iod mei that
for the sake of his sou, one Jesus s he
will give help to as man. To him I ap-
peal. God help me! Here! have 60
years yet to do for myself and to dolor
others. I must develop this body by all
industries, by all gymnastics, by all
sunshine, by all fresh air, Ly all tripod
habits. And this soul I roue& have swept
and garnished and illumined and glo-
rified by all that I can do for it and all
that I can get God to do for it. It shall
be a Luxembourg of fine pictures. It
shall be an orchestra of grand har-
monies. It shall be a palace for GOA
and riubteonsuess to reign in. I wonder
how many kind words I can utter in
the next 60 years? I will try. I wonder
how many good deeds I can do in the
next GO years? I will try.. God help ine.
• Life Worth Lista&
That young man enters life. He is
buffeted, he is tried, he is perplexed; A
grave (wens on this ido and a grave
opens on that aide. He falls, but he
rises again. He gem into a bard battle,
but be gets the victory. The mein
course of his life is in the right detec-
tion. He b1eeses everybody he come' in
contact with. God fcrgivea his Mis-
takes and niakee everlasting reconb cf
his holy eudezmors, mud at the elciiiircf
it tied says to him: "Well done, glemi
and faithful servant. Mater deo the j y
of thy Lord." My brother, any mister,
I do net cure whether that man die" a:
30. O. 50, GO, 70 or 80 yenta of age;
you can chisel right under tits name en
the tombetone them words, "His de
wue Worth hiving."
Aired the hills of New Hampshire in
°Iciest times, there sits aenother. There
are six ebileIrcit in the houeehold- 4 ur
boys and two girls. Small farm. ry
tough, bard work to cuax n livirg het
et' it, Mighty tug to make the t et o elids
of 11:0 year fume 11:e I (41 go to eCtilf.,1
11.1 Mint( r and utak the Lam in mini-
m( r. Mother is the chief pretiding
slit it. With bar halide she knits all him
etcalliiies ice the little fu t, semi eh h is
the neuttua maker for the boys, and be
is tht milliner for the girls. ?lath is
only (.110 mush al instrument in Ithe
house, the epiunirg vst ha el. The foe is
diatrihe and malediction gradually Ell very plaits, Ltd it is always well ro-
up, gallon abeve gullet), hecebeild above s del. Th. wirocis are N ( ry cold, ut
hogshead, and abort midgets:ma these i It le ri c ot by the Llabicts elie q It
two reiterecirs will be trimmteg full, ol. "fh: etedee. Vie( a she apt( er in
and a hese will Le attar-Led to c et !ernes II - • :IS et. (Icicle ler c Ulna. u lee eel
and it will ploy away en theee nem 1- 11i, .te S. mile, t: r leaks down reel is le-
lures, and they will hae e tentard it mite i al et the Lh o n le dtriptie c a
and take the abase, mud the:filketemel, t cod krtrestife. •• !ler children ere- cp
and the caricature, and lee aeerhenis, al:41 :.li hfr bltute; (if: i l'IILULd a so,
end the caterwauling, and the filth, and e entioth !or." .
and they will be rolled in it mei rolled tettet ee GO L,0 I y, rod tie iv r. f ha
ever and over in it until they are &met. eet a ehllieeetti ctiteeti, it, Ed
choked and submerged anti strangulated, the le t it hold mem units ere tate to
and at every sign. of returning coo- nod is, rude clatices me cheer. teed I:
eciammeas they oiSi. be barked at Ly ell tit t see leo lees et t tle.r f eit:( 3 cit
the honed* of polii kid parte le hem than is a lents' fete. for toed. O. f
. •
Ccertri to ocean. And yet there are a thew Lee:ea:tem the tee...twit), Liu all
tandem! men today struggling for that in 3 I nit it %%Addy iLffueutt: 1 fel
privilege, arid !bete are tilcuserds of tree his tighif 3 UTLtre, 1P.,411.1 / T sal
glee Now, that is not a life worth lir. nine tty me alas:ed.' 11:0 (Ole r ad
,
men who are helping them in the 'Meg- 
cne1  
ten,", nod ;IA LP.1.114:11 el,lieg AA
Mg. You can get slandered and abased who ,..Ot tin LET., :lute telucetie n A s
cheaper than that. Take It (It a smaller into the Inv.*, :9.41 ti.ence into It v a in-
scale. Do not Le Ito ambitious to Ilene a the hallo, mei :Jut ow I. ili. len e tn-
whole reservoir rolled over on you. Inaudn liett uing et Lets,* es It- leek s a
But what you see in the mutter ef plea fer tee eicoettedilt ti mid Ito a 1.t -
high political preferment you we in cash (O:e if the Yetimetoss Iii, III
every community in the struggle fer a nit tel.auf, his till g t.t IL° Itt t e I Le
what is called social ponftion. Ti us of ladder, Lot 'dint mg ea tp moil his
thoomods of people trying to get into cm tees sad I is 11 iiia+11,1cpia is 1.r ..i ac-
that realm, and they are under terrific united ell stir It t- keel. 'it,.' a 14r
tension. What is social petition? It is • ton stays et 1 'rise Ltdause be tre .rs
die/Melt mum to &Apo, hot we all terming Itle, 1.1.01 t Lt. 11 Le tairks he
hoow what it is. Geed morals and in- will 'Le able to lesise (ere of hailer lied
telligence are oot necensary, but wealth, mother wit Is t; t y to t t Id.
or a show of wealth, is absolutely in- Of 0 tv.o l'et t Lour, when tee it ar
dispensable. There are wen today ag t•fah (.4.3. (La' V a 1.1 UM( 71, it:,! ha VI-
ontoriocs for their libertinism as the talethtf Fitteig Landin Pg i lel ert ten
i»gio us famoes for Its darknem who 1#61314re. 'Li tenet up the dyieg +mei the
move in went im milled high social poet- Imamate k att: tekieg the hest me ge
. 
pen Thom are hundreetwof out and out "41 blothed Lo ea ay. to Mot .everv t •
411141we'llit•. It!
es 'A
•-•:eer ie:or
eteght
,
• /
Ii Vet es thee fet miler mu, tell the dir-
t t 1 gee en, reed tee it ester. .,.si It,- inc t-
• Lai,t, ere the tee enuelitits tteed Ly
tl.e cat-Le t I the tie et is mitt r tL ing
the last 'telt. er Efeilig their lints el I.
aria to eit. Lrf 11 UP tr.t-e ti mar
old etioalott, 1 st tao to rok that got ;
ateued tlo (mete 4 cue et. etie u,
you really ILO k Lir life N; a r,(3111 'w-
hat" A lite ter Co :I, a fete fer cit Ile,
u life of C1.Pt '&41111 MA, a t ful life, a
Clinstieu hie, is Llwat it %oath living.
Bight Llsiug.
I NS tin Id not find it hard to reisuaite
you teat the For lad, Peter teeasr,
leek leg glue for a lit dig, e eel the
amassing a great fortune until lee could chg.
build a iteleethrely %stab has had it goe;
echo in W. C00 plelatithiceica oat est r
the ccuntry-I would net feel it hetet Moe-
to mesa:tee you that his life was werth
Neither mould I find it hard to
persuade you that the life cf Susanunit
Wesley was werth living. :Site sent tut
one EQ11 to c reenize l'ele thee-lion and 0.0
other son to ring his euthenist all gighs
thrcugh the area I you'd net lied it co, Ll
bard 'work to preemie you thud the hfs caw-
et France's 'acre was %tont: living, us wee-
she estatilisled in Unglued a echool fir Woo- hi
the Kit utiflo Lursiug of tLe siek, tole Cosh- •
then when the war broke out Lute eels
France and Germany went to the fnut
tend with her own !muds ecreped the
mud off the bodies of the soldiers dying
in the treLcias and with her week enn
-standing one night in the heweital- Mos-
pushing back a Getman echlitr te his Cass -
couch, as, all frenzied with his it ouLds,
be rushed to the door und mid. "Li ,
me go, lit me co to my lie Le mute r,"
-major p moils standing latuk to let
pass thin angel of nit•ny.
Neither would I have Mud work to
peva:ode you that Grace Derlieg lived
a life worth lit Irg-the ha Witte of the
lifi•tosit. You ars het %tent:, tthg that
I lie Dottiest, of Nettlititill a thilitl menu
to ern her ned It et loop* of ell 'Melo
Naked fur llif suit that Ilse
Litt Illolor Of the Atli Irlit fleeter le
letetdelt until qlar 110 A eight just In
sit in the lift tout 'a tills- sitnie atlas tick pee.
11Cf110 was being tenet el,
But I know the then elo lii tie. it am.-
cf hunched" of yuu ti thiy. You am...
"While I know all them lived lit, ; stre-
w crth living, I dont thiek my life 
nnioutits to much. " Ali, my ft if Lae, 1
o hither yen live a life conshieutos or 1
lecouspicucus, it is weed' litieg, if
you live aright. And / 'a alit um et f I
M utsiice to go domu tete the di i 
all your souls. Yeti are to be lettere, it eZte-
not seeerdirg to the gteutrein t ova
stork, Let mem:01g to the holy *Pa-
tries'with 'nigh yen employed tee tat. 9,;Ihneri
eels you really poem med. 'I ne inajmity'"-
ef the moons cf louveu still ma Lu
gime to mople with tee tale sits, for
most ef them were tmeoted only to
verve themselves. The visit Mujetity of
the crowns of heaven will le given to
poele who Led ere talc-sit, tut gave it
all to God. And rttember that oar Of,
lore is' intrcdectoy to another. It is
the veetiteile to a palace, but %elm de.
°Time the &or of u bleealethe beti.ete
there are petahr plaits within? Iftor
life, if rightly lived, is the first ter of
an totuul mantic, as oho &mete
the Lett &tete of littydn's symphouti
Anti the lefe yen live now in all the
WI le oath livieg teencre it claim ieto
a life that ilia!l ntver and, mid tbo t
Etter of Om wend "time" is the tie t
letter of the %Nerd etnitt !''
"Sweet Bells .1z- gted Out of Tune."
How much of w naan's life happinc.s •
lost fur lack of harmony. A huriaed ss...t
melodiiaus
by one little iftones ruined
tnote 
'
of dis-
e..4Wo-
.. .
ought to en-
joy the per-
fect happi-
ness of lure
and wifehood
and mother-
hood are mis-
erable from
one year's
end to the
other, be-
cause of some weakness
or disease of the delicate
organism of their sex.
These delicate com-
plaints, which make a
Jangling dissonance of so
many lives, are not by
any Means a neeeasity w.inianhc•ed.
They may be overcome aud completely
eradicated under judicious treatnient
There is no need of reptIglimit examina-
tions. There is no need of resorting to say
unauthorized MetlicaMCilt compounded by
an unskilled, uneducated person. Doctor
Pierces Favorite Prescription cures the
troubles of the feminine organism posi-
tively. completely and safely.
For nearly ,to years Dr. It V. Pierce has
been chief consulting physician of the In-
valids' Hotel .,and Surgical Institute, of
Buffalo, N.Y. He is an eminent and expert
specialist in this particular held of practice.
Any woman May write to him with perfect
Confidence, and will receive, free of charge,
sound, prof.,ssional advice and suggestion
for self-treatment by which oo out of 100
(WWI of female complaint, even of the most
obstinate kind, may be completely and per-
manently cured. Address him as above.
" white I was living at Eagle Rock, BotMourt
Co., Va.," writes Mrs. G. A. Connor, of All,-h.
any Spring. Montgomery Co., Va -a lady
friend ,Anne to me awl said: • sty daughter. aged
is years, has repeated hemorrhages St the nose,
and she has never hrd the neceieiary indispovi-
lions of womanhood: I advived her to get Dr.
Pierce, Favorite Prescription The lady pur-
chased one bottle and it cured her daughter.
She was well and happy when I left there '
Constipation is the all - embracing callae
of ill-health. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets
nue it. They never gripe.
of
Professional 6ards.
WILLIAM B. IST/i.ELY,
Attorney-At-Law.
-;argent utifiding . . . hIele St
HAS. 0. PRONE.
Al torney-at-La w.
nFFICIEwithJ.I.Lande,
11, •• Ky.
J. W. fiARNED. M. D
Physician and;
Surgeon.
OFFICE over T. M. Jones,
corner Main and Seventh,
OFIFICE HOEHN: 5-11 a. m.. 2-I p. tn.
IlopkInsv1114., Ky.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood, TT
1VOOD & SON.
Attorneys-A t-Law.
Offlm in Hopper Block, up stairs eve
Planters Bank
HOPKINFIVILLE. - • I(
Dr. C. H. TA'NDY,
sg.
Crown and bridge work a tipeeialty.
Office over Richard and C's. store.
Main St.
-
. - "••
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FEED SCIihirri At
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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w HATEVER is worth 
do-
11,j, is worth doing well.
i'ainting can o ally be done well by
having the best materials— Pure
White Lead and Purc Linseed Oil,
properly applied. There is noth-
ing else just as good." Avoid
mixtures" and unknown brands
of White Lead— the "sold-for-
less-money"
This, is rprpo..a .. the St4i..--o. pi, .
• (-sentry tiewepapsi"-ithenel
mice a petnt to odium+ eery mote.
itis tIll I, qtaset a I oh' .p tilt
. til ti s 1.143 ...lb u
Loa- .s. '1 he vett :14. 1.111.1, -.eke ,-
bole f ./X • 11,141 
-
I (.11nr.de, 30141 it 111.03111 nut be fel, 1111 it Wm* 'er ml the tmaitullein of
priments timuy ehildreu from gottlag met , 11 Jay te nae tO ihu feet th it
good au e itmetlo isis tiii•y could if Louis
„ , iov• 1.1 ?
at a ral•Orlaillt• set, 3 De
;•4 r , .4
inoweet. Nu Ibrv.i f,;,sp,r seise lit mks ere?
sort. (See list of part any man for at legislat• monve itot. I rary i 'so?
!tion wile is met ie favor of chewier
the genuine brands.) !books and who will not work to that
en!.fly using National Lead Co V. Pure Whtte Lead Tiattng Cal- -
set, any desired .hade is 'caddy obtained. Painphla i giving
of 
vaivable ealonvonsa and -dal %boom; sm seaples ro ue.owes gigs , • II.' K oulike ii.: itig-s Otk
Si«, eard• showing piatum of twelve houses ot cotferrnt designs p.usted ta
V 41- 11...U.. styles or combiaaniona of shades forwarded upon api !,..atiou. I seheitusee are Vt•r,' ( losely reht.ed tO the
NATIONAL LEAD CO., CINCINNATI BRAN('H, I g etch's:tit k aw hid a.
Cor. 7th St. and Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
FREE
trilPY411,!,17it/t1r11?f,
Anso,her-5.....Streetelronlig..e ' =211111110.%
FIRST ANNOAL
II)C1( S110
Of the Christian County
Fair Company, Inc., to
be Held at
H(,PKINSVI1 LE., KY.,
FRIt ),4t('A'„‘,..1) S ',TUREMY
OCTOBER 8th and oth.
The aittA ef exhIhisfirA linvc been
%;arefult ttudied :it'd a '.!is‘rtil premium
liAt Oft- :d th4t %, ill at, fact and :wing
tht. ‘te.:k in l:nristan and Lorlio-
ing• cout.tiLs to compete.: nt this Ahcw.
Sped:-: arrstrtg-tictits for pub!!:
hides.
00!) M t'SIC....
No mmblir.g, drir.l.ing or racing
will be
ADITSSION : : : 25 CENTS.
For :atniozu, or ff:riher
t ion, ad Ire,-;
M. V. DULIN,
131E.SIDENT.
Mee- se— so-
A i s
e
iitel-"Fr•rreesteszle-si-OISESQINIIIIMINiNISEGIZstn. 
inirwma-
JOUETT HENRY,
ASS'T. SECRETARY,
FOtt 110to Until Slid !liner 15th we will
sell anything in our stock s ithin 5 per ('ont.
Wit()10Sale•
;t g,•;:(1.0! opport unity. to "buy a g20
NVatelt lair 5,.:; 50.
Itop•rs Bros.' 1:iiives and Forks, such
as retail for 25. now $1.40, and So on
GI aVI:uS: & Condy
JEwELL•!s...
thwc l‘Jain Street.
B. H. 5T} JLWEI.R,Y
208 a1id 290 tinioel St., We, 'reran.,
JEW LLERS &013TICIANS.
welers to Tennesee Leiden
vial, .r I lerc•est deal( rs in th S.-nth
iii L grades of
DIAMONDS, NVATCH ES
ANDISOUVENIRs.
The oflicial -Conte Janie' Souvetit
Loot .t can only lie Abtuined of them
Of t .irso you'll w.u_t one!
...Mail Orders Solicited..
We mete a specially of fitting spec-.
facies to those ei ' ug n to-read". Eye • exanii.ond and carefully
t:ste,l, free of eliaric . k'out:1 ere us, and talk this matt r over, and lii us
examine your an3 jewelry (aro full! rep:level
See Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.
R. 11. Steil Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union St., Nashville.
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Gen Longstr-eet is eighty years of
age. His bride is just 22, and is said to
b., very pretty and very fond of society.
The Anwer of Afghanistan is mid to
be trying hard to keep Ms troops from
(*tattier the Britieh. This eiay, how-
ever, •••••• Amer bluff.
The Alaska see I herds have been re•
eueed in uumbet SO per ca-"t. duties(
the tart fourteen years. If, as our Eng-
lush friends may. this is a question for
naturalists the men of science have lit-
tle time to loge.
Shake Into Your ehees
Allen's Foot-Emile a powder for the
feet. It cures paiefue saw elite, meet-
ing feet and instantly takes the sting
out of corns and brinionm Its the great
est comfort discovery of the age. Al-
len's Foot Ease makes tight-fitting or
new ei:oes feel moy. It is a certain ears
for seseatiug, teatime and hot, tired,
whine "'s'. Try it today. Sold ny all
dingy Cr, sod shoe stores. Pit mail fee
25r -.tempo Trial pa. enge free.
Arida -A, Allen S. 'Mutated, Boy, N
Europe wi I this year learn to eat
American corn foods, thanks to the
Motley 1,111 for ORAP1111 a failure of
crops all over that °malting,
-m) IIi,s 1101%1'11 allfi theaaseti
see., to ateithe the irritated et fatten In
1144 aolv relieve mei tit
0144 , I ' thu sweeten of Ite
111111A! *di'', it, C tisedwi
.11.0 events, prove that
1 I-4 roil ily at the home0 of the let•
eurrection in Indio there'll be a British
boet s • the bottom of the fiu:tan.
itut Ithig sore . ulcers and
at Lela • trouble. even though of ninny
emer's sire:ding. nem be mewl by using
ii i'.'t" %%nth Hazel Salve It easels'',
strituothens and hen's. It is the gr••:et
elle cure.
Preacher Diem says that Tainmeny
will he thot to o cure centre of Greeter
New York, If Po, the Tieer will be
fully repaid for his fast of the last three
years
Gkitt 115,ri!i4 itczg
So „, t.6.1!•14 it I : .51CAW.' ,• !, I, • 1,418
1.11:11:•• lid I it Si MI' •,•,i ••
-z'
111101.34t/01 ....•
f.'.1.5 BY C.. V 42413 0.0. If.1.0IY.
Th.. Republican newspapers of Cin-
cinnati are scared up and they virtnelie
sekr.owledge that the Democrats are
:ming to eleet their candidates for Reti-
e -.eve etive in al: of the forefeet' Leh,
halve districts of that city.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Tonic is a
perfect dyer laxative-anti melee:le! and
menet purifier. Retnovee teliousems
with onrgine Ctleoft chills and mskes
tho romplesion good. Guerenteed by
al! deelent. Sold by R C. Hardwick.
Mrs !Anent!, has found another man
willice to work in double harness with
her. Print-as Esterhazy is the unlucky
man this time. The Prince and the
tereee Lily were married last Monday
though few people knew of the affair at
the time, saws a cablegram from Pans.
Certaiuly eon don't want to suffer
with dye/sepsis, constipation, sick he/vi-
re-he, Ferrier skin told loss of app-tire.
VW! tome never tried DeWitt's Little
Earle Rimester these contid•iols or yon
ventild have been enred. They men Small
pine nt go at regulators. R C. Hard-
wick.
- -
(len. Weyler is eertaially r• brave man,
as will be shown by the fart that in the
fortili.d city of Havana, mnrrouuded
by R body-gnari ,.f 4,000 in'entry, the
to-metal annonne, s that "I have no fear
for my personal safety." God help
Wcyler if the Oubane ever do get hold
of hie.'
If n ev c seen a lit tl•-• child in
a paroxysm of whooping wangle or if
Yen have been nunoyed by a cons*ant
Li. ki In the throat. you can appreci
atC::ret.hewliviaelhaegivnesf cillerek 
 Miminte 
Cilt414'. Cr!
Hardwick
their existed such prormerity as the
Itepualicaus claire. it would he unties:-
1m srs for them 'Italic as "inch about
COMPAN Vio 1 it A4 1- de daily. the temple woeld
i have found it ont for theoselvea. The
fact that they tale PO much is sufficient
rimer filet ti e pew purity doe not exist,
t eat is is 3. myth.
Ire- owe yone eves---get rid cf that.
roneth griedinefeeiiing of the lids and
clear • er stela Py applvieg Suthen-
Legle Eye Salve Thousanis cf
people who nee,- t eves wee it to
el. it ii,- eigla and streegthen the eyes.
F 0. Is triwick.
The rA te bsut• weo outraged aed
then taerdered a young wotnsn in North
Come la wag peoraptly lynched. This
Is another ease proving that Judge
Lyneh is net it respecter of mem; as has
been effete thown The pariishment is
direct-al agniest the mime and not the
raise of which the offender Menge.
- -
Omell proseautions often prevent wrest
miechiefe. DeWitt's Little Early Itmers
are sat', f wall pills in sire. but are
meet effective :if nrev•-iititig the m0.4
seems- home ef liver ae stomneh
trout.. s. The care coustepetion u2i.1
het esstie and regulate the bowels, It
0. flarowick.
_
Hanna ;oldies has extended toHawaii
this early. The mews that the Commies
at Hozoliatu 1-4 freitig to 1,f aesemblei
with all poodle° speed and ratify the
annexatiou tte.nty before the American
people are consulted on the question
shows that the Hawaiian peliticians
have heesi tak leg lessons from Mark.
No man or woman can enjey life or
seeottiplieh much in this world while
suf.:orlon' from is torpi41 DeWitt's
Little lear.y Risers. the oil!. that cleanse
that 0 um, quickly. It. 0. tlartwiek.
_
If mos Mont cmi. .s shoulet continue
until peel sheltie' hemline as plentiful as
*Om r eow us it vionlet, aveording to gold•
Lug ettoories, becoute uselios for money,'
beeanse. on aecount of the quantity, it I
%mitt have loet its intrinete melee, anti
semet Mae • lee 'a-oil have to be found
to serve ilea elrenletelee lutetium. Then
llni ft,• ilsitharran.
)eem...its are nail em !Min • ay Hod
v ere ceeeteremov I
1.1 b, &elm iii en" - where
Cit31,1 W011ifi re-1
• a. t. Hurtle i.-k.
6 _ •
allesovvelie
te
ci iioa .e.l hal
lirrny bi'tle; 3.;.3 Elm
,
1710 'hr.. liter tu• exedleatt above
ote ese; they lead ths way. For all
w eireees, sale' and every ielmer.t
C- Oulu of eats sal treatment, they
. • steels. el. 1 .".", them • id hare.
. • teeth plaster . Xnir
1.11311,3 Bad (
.1011Nr)!,
XMV4, t.:1 • * -nests, New Vale
riet Pr
t Ile.
• o
en lir 4, DI list' pees-
mime., 1 hits-ma a
lie Pt .. I. ;
.!•.t. .1 t bali-
tsiustr.
utils cry
to t'e t at lit. eery time efliett
e,•„ el 1. I, , • .1 it 5•11.1 I eat et'
y s-.;. ewe, . • . . ; es- .140 44 termite,"
tie, beim tee 11. NI V: s'. Now ‘I folder .1 the
for,:u• tots ft•r it mei e C. fsiiiii, .. hen. J• h 0. 8
And if an, 'a tio lathe '.ite
Sere: people etre never eat isfied it. this
world., Few ire 'ewe, the average e Lite
girl si -1 t' ;017 daily i.nwing r lotto
WI ale em metre set he, htrililY as
mneh . erne until.. tee/elle her heir out
t,truns" 2. They are both dissatiefied
with mot re's vork.
Iu the Peuitutylvania DemocratieState
ConvelitIon there was not a single ad-
vomit' of the single gold standard. There
are nu, near as many Democrats in
Pe untelvimia a there ought to be, hut
they :lake up t a considerable extent
the 4, 00nonef • of principal what they
like i• number-
Don's Tobacco :hitt. and *Smoke Your
Life Away.
If yen want to quit tobacco nsulg (mee-
tly and forever, be made well, wrong,
magnetic, full of new life sited vigor,
take No-Tee-bee, the wonder-worker,
teat waist * •ak noel etrone, elates
gain ten peune, ill Madame Over get,
e ut ed. Boy N 0- ae of your
druggist, under pito-suttee to care, 50c
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chios.,
go or New Yore
The gamblin carried on in the slot
mach ?itte of Otocago is said to coat the ir
enlace •ere COM .000 it year, of which
only ne-fottrti is returnee' in prime. A
rake-, T of the .reee dollar; iti film game
to th,
 gidler,. However, the people
of VP Windy eity would stumble if
they got nothing in return.
0k1111111•1161111 °aloft hum a Dag.
"Mystic Oars" for Rheumatism aid
dont 44 4 rattl^illy curse iti I to flaws
,,a. lin sYsfolU la 1,•43141 habit
and if rtilla it PO/31e1,04 as fin, o the
canal IMIti the a ,isst• twito thotoly die-
Iflen • 'Vhe red (View retle be refits:
75 tot ass' I. . 7 R. 0, Ilerdwirek trIelf•
gist r,
No, tl. • 'ereli
cony •- on the
of tre nips is w
all IV mu tem the.
demi
of p -.1 ing
tug.
••••• ••••-
a's system of wortong
roadie has rid the State
11 as prey( 4 pmfltalele to
roads. The State law
i magistrates the option
oisioners to road hull&
Pu3kle .'• Arnica, Salve.
'lb le • t sale- in the 1,t odd for cute,
beefy* owes, elrers, salt rheum, fever
s rr+s, tote r, el upped hands, chiblaine,
town- aml all s.in eruptions, and posl-
tivele (meow p1, -s. or no pity required.
ft is n ventee to give perfect sansfac-
tine , • leeicy "fanciest. Peieet twenty
Eve a sets' per 1 x. For eels+ by B. 0.
Fra-t
In r latest poeme William
Outwit Bryant oredictee a day of rf gen-
( ration for Spiel, Lut, furtunetely for
his repatetion as It prophet, he did not
fix any date. "The impatient years" he
referred to are still very much in eel-
deuc
When b-elious or costive, vat a Cascli-
ret c AtOy cathartie, cure guaranteed
6.07c. 25.
m.
"1111011
0111 HOPSe
It matters not from what cause the
blood becomes poisoned, it is impossi-
ble for the doctors to effect a cure.
This class of disease has puzzled the
science of medicine for ages, and the
same treatment that was employed
centuries ago is now prescribed. Pot-
ash and mercury are the component
parte of every docker's prescription
for diseases of the blood.
Many of the so-called blood puri-
fiers are based on potash and mercury.
Inn fact, S. S. S. (Swift's Specific) is
the only blood remedy that is guar-
anteed purely vegetable, and is the
only one that contains no harmful
ingredients. S. S. S. is the only blood
remedy that cures real blood diseases.
obstinate cases that physicians and
other remedies have failed to cure.
It never fails to cure a blood disease-
so matter bow deep-seated the casem
'7-i-
1•4*-rs,
74- '353,-
)4771li 
/ .4,
‘Q4144,Z..7. *
MISA Beeree Werrwoon.
Mr. A. n. of Marian. Kansas;
write :
"4e-tout thrcet years ago my grand-
dau2 a•er Bertha Whit wood, was
thro. • n from a horse, receiving at
wound of the alp. Under the treat-
men, of physicians the wound seemed
ubstieate, am, for several months re-
main,d about the same. until it finally
became very angry looking, and broke
out into a running sore. This toots
spreed to other parts of the scalp, and
ran tit,wn the side of the neck, in-
creas.ng in severity, atol fearfully
distie tiring her.
"Atter being constaetly under a
physician for a year. and her condi-
tion a great deal worse than at first,
we placed her under the care of the
faculty of a well-knowo hosvital, but
even the tteatnient she received there
failed to arrest the terrible sore.
"Reading of the many cures of
blood troubles effected by S. S. S., we
decided to try it, and it relieved her
promptly. At first this remedy seemed
to increase the discharge, forcing out
the poison; this soon ceased altogether,
and the place bean to heal. In a
few menthe' she was entirely cured,
and scarcely a mark now remains
where the disease held full sway."
S. S. S. is the right remedy for all
blood diseases, and is the only cure
for agious
Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism, 
Ccoap 
Ca-
tarrh, etc., no matter how deco-seated
set. Blood Poison, Scrofula,
S. S. S. Is guaranteed
Purely Vegetable
and contains not a particle cif mer-
cury, potash, or other mineral, which
means so much to all who know the
disastrous effects of these drugs.
Valuable books can be had free by
addressing SWIFT SPECIFIC COlhIPA
Atlanta, Georgia.
Se..ret of Beauty
-ri :secret of health Is
c.; die and assim-
r (inanity c.f fowl.
be when
• ilot act it's part.
:now this?
.
,i,iver Pills
amemit
The Road to Klondike
is a long etel hard one.
It's much easier to get
GOLD
DU
from your grontr. Sold every-
where and clea everything.
MAD0 ONLY BY
THE N. K. FlkIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago. -- et. Louie New York.
ts-ses
-
,
_
IP. 1 -..
t.s.,t3•,a :.ca.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.
Kei thick &Runyon
--PROPRIETORs of-
-Central. Tobacco Warehouse
tfrtrIREST "LLB,
solici the patronage of
sell ! Free st4rage to shippers?
consignments
J.C. KENDRICK, Salesman.
J. II. BUCKNER,' Ss ,
President.
-
all who have Tobacco to
Cash advances made on
L BUCKNER,
Vice-Presid't. Sec. & Tress.
ELIC!z
obaceq Warehouse Company.
314-319 Chapel St., bet. Main it 7-1 II ark et.
XJav3M31.1.riL11.901) • ••
S F. MURRELL
r 1.1.• t at '
Special !Mention elven to private !tales. Prior tnonths enrage fres. Inds:mad.
ant Wereliousa. M k your hogsheads "lithium Wantons"
arltsplimorrna• sr PK); C. HOY D, anauni Alt, OMMTIfealgilli
24i1 •••••••••ala -=1. SAME"
max.. 111•13 Ma SI. MIMI 10•1 .111.1111MMI WENN.
Aam•IPML • INI• IMIlt /lair= illINAM-1  1•1111M
•MOMIMML• &MEL xx=1.
it Will Sqonllt
To look up abut ovuthaul your beating stove. Ws
undertake to re-place any worn or broken parts.
Have complete liee '•Prnensular,” "Steel Anchor"
Cook Stoves end Ranges, everyone fluiranteeti, and
as low in price as illy bloves ef «pal worth
We 00 Not m They Are the Best,
dot Are Lona' to tiny On the Market.
Ste our oil and gasoline stoves, I us
you- new metal reofwg and gull* it•••. r pair
re-phiut the old. /K•et pmetee fei. e., in frigeree
tors, glans and china Ware s.,r, grateite iron, eneall•
eled sates-I, it, anti woe Jeu were. It will pay yon to
bee ue.
1313F10E, NAT.. "TirCielLIZOTC*,
00
Or
Oppe Ott' Hotel lett lam. Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
•••-•
— 
-  
FLINTS ON CUING TOBACCO.
Deparmsnt of Agiriculture Issues a
etin.
The Department
leaned a bulletin
"curing tobacco,"
ing advice as to m
of Agriculture has
on the suLject of
n which the follow-
keting is tendered:
"For the produclhon of a saleable ar-
ticle much ciepentle upon the charactef
of the soil, and a4great deal depends
upon the skill in c lug. Fully ate much,
however, depends *post the proper grad-
ing and sorting of ne Weems o and the
style of packteg in which it is out to
the manufacturer. Too much can not
be said about tirei necessity for very
careful attention lto these apparently
small details. It Is very important,
moreover, that the ilauters should study
the markets, the •ieseauds from foreign
countries, the regtements of our man-
ufacturers, and aim to produce exactly
what they want aiut to get it to them :u
the way in which tiey can beet use it
rather than to s udy the matter of
economy."
"A great devil cal be accomplished by
improving the sea-el, by importing new
seed and by unpro ite • the methods of p.
cultivation. Brim ire can be accono r ire and Life
'dished by it study stud pereistent effort
TO pi oduco therong a meteods of cultiva• Insurance Agents.
tion and fernicnitatgoti, sorting, grading,
etc., the closest poi sible ieseniblance to Agents for the....
the typo whieh et eesired ty the mann- 0 ld
utual Benefit Life
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air,
A FuLL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted without
plate.
Old and Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guaranteed at
Baliirnok Derital Parlors,
Summers Building,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
lecturer tool the ealusuneer. This is the
business aside of theitraneaction. A care-
ful study said e canhelience with the re-
quirements of the narket will under:be
edly increase the ice of tobacco equal-
ly as much as atio difference in the
smoking and chew ng qualities has im-
proved teach more than the i rectice of
grading end sortirat in compliance with
tee market eternal) is. There is plenty
el room yet for isprovement in the
quality of tobacco, eut still mere min be
(Ione just et preee •t by additional at-
tention to these colninercial details."
The "Bicyclist's
faunlike Milne for
zel Salve. always
cies. While a eri
instanCy relieve
bruises, salt rheen
fections of the ski
C. Hardwick.
Best Friend" is a
eWitt's Witch Ha-
mady for ernergen-
ific for pile'', it also
and cures cuts,
, eczema and all af-
It never fails. It.
p 114,... 
 
r, .t?
,-.., ••••
. .1C.'Ci.*...1:34iir7..:4 r
Tor ail 4.1seases I :Lir to woman and
e:r:g. it Tr,tes up hi is ',-s, improves
the Appptite. Enrich the bt,....:, ai.a ztves
I !fe,Pealth :Itt•ISte ill.
Queen 4 a Tonics.
nal:ES 711111 CO PtEXION CLEAR..E f a emu of ••Illtnitliby" Itepen•
Ms wit:let:eh bottle.
For sale by 'dice 1,es or torect
14pon teem 0 pries 1.y
NEW 2PENs...: gMI3 I u .. 6..as.,5ses5a. Too.
LADIES' SPEC T.TE.t- 11E% T: In
cast's toluirog titt•
dress, riving eyin toms, t ref nes cat
Dcrzriziest. Advice look. on Female
Disesisesuith test Wel:, (rot'.
I-or Sale and Relcominended by
R. 0. H&DWICK.
ttetflitEPhS
14AIR BALSA
ears* aud %mut Sea ineritak.
',L....ogle • haromut rorth
Never' Shay to restore Getty
Cum p Outman& sale
iTairitn it• Y•Mthf111
•od LOO at Domani' 
Liberal Tr al Quantity
of
REMO - SILICON
the fan ions Siltree
will lie sent tOeny woman
FREE OF COST.
This well-known
masfully used by I
a here for plane an,
.iieke a permanent
will surprise anti pl
.ing for keeping
Simply send your
to SILIOON, 30
niele lute been sum
ouse-keepers every-
its nicker. hope to
uetomer of you. It
you. Just the
cycles bright.
adilrese on a postal
'lift St,. New York
We make special offers to housekeep
ca.
,, ,- -3-,-.3
*-**.,4...k.
, clu f,, Sib--
. l'h 1,• IL' U
L M ha 
••
gt*"..-bleaa..,, rt., . .141 -tea cop.
IS .4af stprIt r ..••• 1 a
• ltA days. 13.30-giore book fleee. •
flrilJ'ri 1! T
6611P3i gin°
Of Newark. New Jersey.
See their new Contract
Everything in the contract
Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on Weet side North Mate, near
Court-house, Hopkinsvillo, Ky.
Callis & Wallace.
Dr. T. F. Stanton
Has opened a breach of his Veterinary
Hoepitai aud horse-shoeing shop on
Eighth Street, opposite W. T. Bonte's
carriage shop, Hopkinsville, Ky., where
he is new ready to serve the public.
SKILLED telECHANICS,
who have been in Ins employ for years,
shoe anything from a race horse to.•
mule.
NEW SHOES 25e EACH.
TERMS :-Cash or monthly contraota.
-Leave Hoplinsille-
No. 2, Mail and Ex.prese, daily, 5:20 am 
, v.i 2 :68 p m
" 14 Hopkinsville and Princeton
aocommodation 5 :00 pm
-Arrive Hopkinsville-
No. I. Mail and Express, daily, 11:30 am
" 9:50 pm
" 13, Hopkinsville and Princeton
accommodation  ... ..10 :20 a in
E SNORT LINE
to Cineinnati, Louisville, St. Lenia,
Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburg and New
Orleans, making du-bet connection for
points in Arkansas. Texas, California
and
All Points in the
West and Southwest.
Through sleepers and free reclining
chair moo front Prineeto to Memphis,
New Orleans and intermediate poiuta.
E. M. SHERWOOD, A0t.
llopkinsville, Ky.
W. A. KELLOND, A. G. P. A,
Louisville, Ky.,
A. H. Ileesoe, G. P. A,
Chicago, Ill.
L. & N. Time Table.
sorra SOL`ND.
No. 55 Aeoom'dation departs 5:50 a. no
" 63 Fast line 6 07a.m.
" 51 Mail  " 5:13 p.
" 91 New Orleans Um. " 8:16 p. in.
NORTH.
52 Chicago dr St. Louis Urn. 9:41 a. in
92 Al ail  10 31 a. an
54 Fast line  9 ail p. am,
Aocommo.iation, arrives 1 ap. a.
•
